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New for 2022
NEW Flowers –
Sensory Play Stones
This set of realistic flower
heads will help grow children’s
imaginations and curiosity about
the natural world. Made from a
unique stone mix, they are robust
enough to be used outdoors and
are perfect for mud kitchen play
and nature walks. These tactile
stones open up lots of play and
learning opportunities. The set
contains eight garden flowers:
carnation, daffodil, dahlia, gerbera,
pansy, rose, sunflower and tulip.
Each flower stone measures
approx 55mm. Age 2+.
£22*
YD1189

NEW Match Me –
Sensory Flower Tiles
These wildflower tiles offer a
wonderful sensory experience as
children can touch, feel and match
patterns and shapes found in the
natural world. Ideal for creating
imprints and rubbings, language
development and nature walks.
Contains twelve tiles of six different
flower pairs (bluebell, buttercup,
daisy, poppy, snowdrop and violet).
Tile size 60mm. Age 18m+.
YD1190
£27.50*

NEW

NEW

01223 328051
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New for 2022

NEW Little Lands –
Construction

NEW

Let’s build a story with this
charming set of eight stone
construction people, props
and vehicles. The stones are
not only beautifully etched and
engraved but tough enough to
be used outdoors in sand, mud
or water. The set includes one
each of the following: bulldozer,
concrete mixer, dumper truck,
road roller, female worker, male
worker, partially-built brick wall,
and traffic cone. Max length
75mm. Age 2+.
£20*
YD1171

NEW

NEW Little Lands – Farmyard
These eight tactile play stones
are simply waiting for a farmyard
adventure! Created from a
durable stone mix, they are
designed to be used in outdoor
or messy play environments and
can be easily cleaned afterwards.
The set includes: cow, dog, goat,
horse, pig, sheep, female farmer
and male farmer. Max length
75mm. Age 2+.
YD1170
£20*
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Go online for much more information on our products

New for 2022
NEW Little Lands – Woodland
These stone woodland figures
are tough enough to be used in
leaves, water, sand, soil and mud,
making them perfect for outdoor
adventures and small world play.
The set of eight animals includes:
deer, fox, frog, mouse, otter, owl,
rabbit and squirrel. Max height
61mm. Age 2+.
£20*
YD1191

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW Little Lands – Enchanted World

NEW Little Lands – Polar

These enchanting stone story props are ideal for storytelling,
inventing fairy tales and small world play. They include lots of
charming details that will inspire talk and endless creative scenarios.
The set of eight figures includes: apple tree, bridge, cottage, mountain,
old door, toadstool, tower and well. Max height 74mm. Age 2+.
YD1193
£20*

From bear to hare we have your polar expeditions and storytelling
covered! This set is perfect for icy, imaginative small world play.
The etched details and natural shades give lots to talk about and
explore. The set includes: arctic fox, arctic hare, arctic wolf, musk
ox, penguin, polar bear, seal and walrus. Max height 53mm. Age 2+.
YD1192
£20*

View our instagram page online to see inspirational ideas!

01223 328051
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New for 2022
NEW Hollow Log
This realistic hollow log instantly
creates an enticing woodland
habitat for storytelling and play.
Made from a durable stone
and resin mix, it can be taken
outdoors and used in bark,
mud, sand, or water. It is the
perfect prop to stimulate talk and
vocabulary development in play.
This versatile log will become
an essential addition to your
favourite small world play themes,
working well with a variety of play
figures or animals. Log measures
230mm in length. Age 2+.
YD0222
£12.50*

NEW

NEW Tree Stump

NEW

4
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This realistic stump offers a
perfect habitat for woodland and
enchanted world imaginative
play. With inviting features,
children will enjoy making the
ideal home for their forest and
magical characters. Made
from a durable stone and resin
mix, it can be used in outdoor
play, in leaves, mud, sand, or
water. This small world prop
stimulates storytelling, language
and vocabulary development.
Measures 135mm high. Age 2+.
YD0221
£12.50*

New for 2022
NEW Weather Stones
These engaging and tactile
weather symbols can be used
in so many ways: record the
weather, make a forecast, sort
by the different conditions, press
in playdough or create stories
alongside other props. The set
includes ten stones engraved
and painted with the following
representations: dark cloud,
light cloud, hail, rain, rainbow,
snow, sun, sunny intervals,
thunderstorm, and wind. Each
stone measures between
40–55mm high. Age 2+.
YD1031
£20*

NEW

NEW Sensory Worlds App:
Woodland, Rock Pool, Garden
Be transported into three
soothing natural worlds that
invite interaction, curiosity and
discussion. The gently rippling
rock pool comes alive to touch
as crabs scuttle, jellyfish pulse
and anemones wave. As you
clear the forest floor, snails
slide, ladybirds fly and treasure
is revealed. Collect apples,
discover wildlife and find out
what else is waiting to be
uncovered as you take a gentle
wander round the garden.

NEW

Each environment can be
explored as a live picture and
there is also a magnifier function
to encourage the children
to really see the detail and
investigate further. This app has
been designed to complement
our tactile sensory resources.
YD9024-6 6 tablet licence £50*
YD9024-1 1 tablet licence £20*

01223 328051
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New for 2022
NEW

NEW

NEW Little People Like Me

NEW Kindness Hearts

These charming, tactile play people have been designed to represent
different skin tones, helping children identify with the figures and
see themselves in play. Their minimalistic features and neutral
expressions allow children to attribute any emotion to them, making
imaginative play and storytelling completely open-ended. They are
perfect companions for all sorts of adventures, both inside and
outdoors. Set includes ten figures measuring 50mm high. Age 2+.
YD1172
£22*

Made in eight colourful shades, these kindness hearts will help
children recognise and appreciate kindness, and then show this to
each other. They are a perfect visible way of saying ‘thank you’ for
acts of kindness, or simply to hold to express gratitude and discuss
the thoughts, actions and words that make a positive difference.
The set includes 16 hearts – two each of eight different colours.
Made from a durable stone mix. Size 40mm. Age 2+.
YD1188
£20*

NEW

NEW Superhero Wooden Characters
This multicultural set of superheroes consists of three families,
of which each member can be transformed from their everyday
persona to their superhero alter ego. Several of the adults in the set
have community helper roles, being heroes in their own right. This
engaging set of 15 double-sided figures is guaranteed to inspire
lots of language play. They are made from sustainably-sourced
pine and measure between 47–115mm high. Age 18m+.
YD0206
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£45*

New for 2022
NEW Let’s Roll – Emotions
These inventive rollers will help
children recognise and talk about
the key emotions they may be
experiencing: happy, excited,
sad, worried, calm, and angry.
Simply roll into play dough, clay
or sand to make a body and add
a face to complete the emotion.
An engaging way to develop
children’s emotional vocabulary,
while also practising fine motor
skills. Made from a durable stone
mix which is easy to clean,
each set includes six rollers
measuring 72 x 34mm. Age 2+.
£15*
YD1186

NEW Let’s Roll –
Number Frames
These ingenious rollers are ideal
to create 1–5 or 1–10 frames
for simple counting, or to make
attractive scenes that can roll on
and on! As they roll and stamp,
children will be encouraged
to ask questions and extend
their maths vocabulary. The set
includes 6 versatile designs: two
traditional number grids; two
vertical frames – a beanstalk
and stepping stones; and two
horizontal frames – bird boxes
and train carriages. Made from a
stone mix which is easy to clean,
each set includes six rollers
measuring 72 x 34mm. Age 2+.
YD1187
£15*

NEW

NEW

01223 328051
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New for 2022
NEW Tactile Array Stones

NEW

This appealing set of 15 counting stones displays irregular number
arrays from 1 to 5, using three different patterns of indented circles
to represent each number. The tactile nature of the stones means
they are perfect for sensory maths investigations and can be used
outdoors, including in water, sand and mud. The stones will help
children with counting, number recognition, learning that numbers can
be represented in a range of ways, subitising, and number bonds.
Contains 15 stones in three shades, measuring approx 55mm. Age 2+.
YD1194
£25*

NEW Welsh Alphabet Pebbles – Supplementary Set

NEW

This set of eight pebbles includes the extra phonemes needed
for Welsh learners: ch, dd, ff, ll, ng, ph, rh, th. Each pebble has
engraved letters, making them especially appealing and tactile.
They are the perfect size to be used alongside our lowercase and
uppercase alphabet pebbles as part of hands-on literacy activities.
Each pebble measures between 35–45mm. Age 2+.
YD1037

£10*

WORKS WITH
OUR ALPHABET
PEBBLES!
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New for 2022
Let’s Boost…
These new kits have been specially created to
give a boost to children’s development and
learning where it is most needed. Targeting key
language, listening, early maths, literacy and
fine motor skills, the resources included provide
plenty of opportunities for playful learning, both
in the classroom and outdoors.

NEW

NEW Let’s Boost… Language through Stories Kit
This bumper collection of resources will help boost vocabulary
and language through storytelling and imaginative play. Children
will be encouraged to recreate stories old and new, and the playful
resources will inspire new confidence in their speaking and listening
skills. As well as getting children talking, these wooden figures, story
stones and activity cards will actively engage them in exploring
story structure, laying a strong foundation for early literacy. This kit
fully supports the latest Reading Framework.

Kit includes:
l

Full set of Traditional Tales Wooden Characters (6 stories)

l

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt Wooden Characters and
Story Talk Cards

l

Story Stones – Fairy Tales, Outer Space and Under the Sea

l

Stand-it Stones.

YD1173 Age 3+

£185*

01223 328051
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New for 2022
NEW

NEW Let’s Boost…
Fine Motor Skills Kit
This comprehensive collection of
resources and tools gives children
the opportunity to practise
threading, weaving, sorting,
interlocking, tracing, stamping
and rolling. All these skills are vital
for developing muscles in little
hands. Improve fine motor skills
and motivate children as they
begin their mark-making journey!
Kit includes:
l

Let’s Roll – Garden Bugs,
Forest Friends, Ocean Life
and Pond Life

l

Count & Thread Stones

l

Threading Kebabs

l

Threading Pebbles

l

Interlocking Sensory Stones

l

Feels-Write
Pre-Writing Stones

l

Natural Weaving Frames

l

Natural Threading Frames

l

On Your Marks – essential
guide to mark making and
early writing.

YD1177 Age 3+

NEW

£245*

NEW Let’s Boost…
Active Listening Kit
This kit provides a variety of
opportunities for children to
practise listening to others
and to become attentive to the
world around them. It combines
hands-on resources, listening
games and activity ideas to
help individuals and groups
focus and concentrate. These
resources can also support
children with additional needs
and EAL.
Kit includes:
l

Helping Young Children to
Listen book

l

Helping Young Children to
Concentrate book

l

Lola the Leopard soft toy

l

Sensory Sound Eggs

l

Tune into… Animal sounds –
CD & cards

l

Tune into…
Environmental sounds –
CD & cards

l

Tune into… Nursery rhymes –
CD & cards.

YD1174 Age 3+
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£100*

New for 2022
NEW Let’s Boost…
Early Maths Outdoors Kit
All these resources work well
independently or alongside
each other and other natural
materials, encouraging a range
of collecting, counting and
comparing activities. Important
maths language will be inspired
as children naturally play,
problem solve and investigate
number, shape and measures.

NEW

Kit includes:
l

Jumbo Number Pebbles,
Tactile Counting Stones,
Feels-Write Number Stones

l

Size-Sorting Eggs

l

Sorting Stones

l

Ladybug Counting Stones
& Early Counting Cards

l

Honey Bee Number Stones
& Early Number Cards

l

Dinosaur Match and Measure
Bones & Activity Cards

l

Let’s Talk About Maths –
exciting ideas to develop
children’s maths language.

YD1176 Age 3+

£285*

NEW Let’s Boost… Letters
& Sounds Outdoors Kit
This bumper selection of tactile
stone resources is perfect for
outdoor literacy provision. All
these sets are tough enough to
be used outside and in sand,
water, mud, soil and messy
play, over and over again! They
will not weather, break or fade.
Use them across the setting…
on letter treasure hunts, I-spy
activities, word-building trails,
mark making in sand, and
introduce them in all your
outdoor play set ups to extend
the learning. The possibilities
are limitless.

NEW

Kit includes:
l

Two sets of Alphabet
Word-building Pebbles (100)

l

Uppercase Alphabet
Pebbles (26)

l

Phonics Pebbles (64)

l

Rhyming Pebbles (16)

l

Feels-Write Lowercase
Letter Stones (26)

l

Feels-Write Uppercase
Letter Stones (26).

YD1175 Age 3+

£275*

01223 328051
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New for 2022
NEW

NOW INCLUDES DOMINO 10-FRAME TRAY

NEW Maths Mastery Collection
Help children develop strong mathematical foundations. Focusing
on number and counting, these resources enable young learners
to explore numbers, make connections and engage in deep
mathematical thinking. The kit comes with a comprehensive
booklet of helpful guidance and activity ideas written by an early
years maths specialist. Kit includes:

l

Domino 10-Frame Tray

l

Two-Tone Counting Stones

l

10-Frame Tray

l

Tactile Counting Stones

l

1,2,3,4,5-Frame Tray Set

l

l

5-Frame Tray

Number Pebbles
(Number Bonds to 10).

l

1–10 Natural Number Stacker

NEW

YD1141 Age 3+

£199*

NEW Number
Frame Collection
These wooden number frames
invite children to explore
number patterns through
tactile, visual learning. They are
fantastic tools for developing
early counting, number bonds
and subitising skills – simply
add your favourite counters or
collect natural materials from
outside! The trays can be
used independently or
combined to explore how
numbers relate to each other.
Made from sustainablysourced beech wood.
Kit includes:
l

10-Frame Tray

l

Domino 10-Frame Tray

l

1,2,3,4,5-Frame Tray Set.

YD1182 Age 18m+
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£75*

New for 2022
NEW Loose Parts Collection
This collection of intriguing
loose parts, tinker trays,
bowls and frames will provide
open-ended opportunities for
children to be curious. The
tactile, inviting nature of these
resources makes them perfect
for loose parts play and sensory
investigations. Add them to
treasure baskets, heuristic play
and even encourage children to
create transient art.

NEW

Kit includes:
l

Two sets of Threading Pebbles

l

Two sets of Natural
Sorting Stones

l

Two sets of Two-Tone
Counting Stones

l

Count & Thread Stones

l

Threading Kebabs

l

Dinosaur Bones Discovery Set

l

Natural Tinker Tray

l

Natural Flower Tray

l

Natural Sorting Tray

l

Natural Focus Frames

l

Rustic Bowls.

YD1180 Age 2+

£285*

NEW Natural Tray Collection
Collect, sort, tinker, display and
explore early maths with this
beautiful collection of natural
wood trays. They are versatile
for use across a setting, in a
variety of loose parts play and
hands-on maths investigations.
Crafted from beech wood.
Kit includes:
l Natural Tinker Tray
(9 sections)
l Natural Flower Tray
(7 sections)
l Natural Sorting Tray
(9 sections)
l 10-Frame Tray
l Domino 10-Frame Tray
l 1,2,3,4,5-Frame Tray Set.
YD1181 Age 18m+
£140*

NEW

NEW

01223 328051
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New for 2022
NEW Dough Discoveries Kit
Play dough has become an essential resource in many early years
settings and schools for developing creative learning and fine motor
skills. This kit includes the award-winning Let’s Roll dough rollers,
alongside a range of investigative play stone resources that give lots
to talk about and discover. They create the most amazing imprints
for even the smallest of hands. As they roll, stamp, press, shape and
create, children will develop strong hand and finger muscles ready for
future mark making and writing success! Kit includes:
l

Let’s Roll – Garden Bugs, Forest Friends, Ocean Life, Pond Life

l

Let’s Investigate – Fossils, Farmyard, Woodland and Safari Footprints.

YD1185 Age 2+

£140*

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW Dealing with Feelings Kit

NEW Sensory Calming Kit

Sometimes it is just too hard to find the right words to express how
you are feeling, but this kit encourages a very tactile and visual
approach to recognising and exploring emotions. All these resources
open up creative, playful ways to nurture discussion and reflection,
and can be used with individuals or in groups.

These soothing objects provide sensory first aid and are perfect
for sensory spaces and calming treasure baskets as they invite
interaction in a gentle way. They can help children to focus as simply
holding, rubbing and exploring the different figures and textures may
relieve stress and anxiety.

Kit includes:

Kit includes:

l

Let’s Roll – Emotions

l

Sensory Worry Stones

l

Kindness Hearts

l

l

Little People Like Me

l

l

Self-Regulation Stones

Let’s Talk Behaviour book
Emotion Stones and
Jumbo Emotion Stones.

YD1183 Age 2+
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£150*

l

Match Me – Sensory Leaf Tiles

l

Finger Fidget Stones

l

Sensory Stones

l

Size-Sorting Eggs

l

Sensory Play Sets –
Animal Friends and Little People

l

Threading Pebbles.

YD1184 Age 3+

£155*

New for 2022
NEW Outdoor Explorer Kit
Designed to inspire young
explorers, these STEM play
resources are robust enough for
lots of outdoor learning.
Kit includes:
l Let’s Investigate – Bugs,
Fossils, Woodland and
Dinosaur Footprints
l Dinosaur Bones Discovery Set
l Let’s Roll – Garden Bugs,
Forest Friends, Ocean Life,
Pond Life
l Weather Stones & Natural
Shape Viewers
l Match Me – Sensory Leaf Tiles
l Adventures Outdoors Cards
l We’re OK with Risky Play book.
YD1178 Age 3+
£275*

NEW
NEW

NEW Forest School
Collection
This kit supports the forest
school ethos, whether you are
just setting up a forest school or
looking to enhance the outdoor
provision you already have.
Kit includes:
l

Let’s Investigate –
Bugs and Woodland Footprints

l

Let’s Roll – Forest Friends

l

Rustic Bowls

l

Natural Focus Frames

l

Match Me – Sensory Leaf Tiles

l

Adventures Outdoors Cards

In all Weathers book.
YD1179 Age 2+

NEW

NEW

l

£170*

01223 328051
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Mud Kitchen
We hope you are as excited by
our range of food stones as we
are! Intriguing, realistic, tactile
and robust, they are ready for mud
kitchen cooking and dining all year
round. Guaranteed to inspire much
talk and imaginative role play. Made
from a stone/resin mix, they are
durable and easy to clean. Safe for
children aged 2+.
Threading Kebabs
Children will love to find a stick and thread
their chosen stones onto it, exploring food,
fine motor skills and pattern making as
they play. The set includes twelve stones,
two each of the following: banana, courgette,
mushroom, pineapple, sweetcorn and
watermelon. Each food stone measures
between 45–50mm.
YD1152
£22*

Fruit
Serve up some delicious-looking fruit salads,
pies or smoothies, or simply compare with
the real thing! The set includes eight fruits:
apple, pear, peach, strawberry, avocado,
kiwi, orange and lemon. Each food stone
measures between 45–70mm.
YD1134
£22*

Vegetables
Boiled, roasted, fried or steamed, these
vegetables can be used to make all sorts
of dishes and will inspire lots of language.
The set includes eight vegetables: tomato,
pak choi, onion, peas, carrot, mushroom,
cucumber and broccoli. Each food stone
measures between 50–80mm.
YD1135
£22*

Mud Kitchen Food
Stones Collection
All six sets!

See it in action!
yellow-door.net
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YD1165
£130*

Mud Kitchen

Breads of the World
Take a slice of inspiration from this
stunning selection of breads. Convert
your mud kitchen into a bakery for the
children to make and bake versions of their
own. The set includes eight foods: bagel,
challah, croissant, fougasse, poppy seed
bread, pretzel, saffron bun and sourdough.
Each bread measures between 55–80mm.
YD1150
£22*

Foods of the World
Get ready for a global food adventure!
These fascinating food stones are an ideal
multicultural resource, helping children to
learn more about different cultures and
their culinary heritage. The set includes
eight foods: bao bun, empanada, kalitsounia,
pizza, samosa, spring roll, sushi and taco.
Each food measures between 38–75mm.
YD1151
£22*

Pizza Toppings
Budding pizza chefs will love to create
pizzas of their choice using these durable
food sculptures. An inspirational role play
accessory, they can also be used for
pattern making and storytelling. The set
includes 15 stones, three of each of the
following: green pepper, mozzarella,
mushroom, tomato and yellow pepper.
Each food stone measures 50mm.
YD1153
£22*

01223 328051
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Mud Kitchen

Play Eggs
This set of six realistic-looking eggs can be
used in your mud kitchen or role-play area.
Made from a resin and stone mix, they are
robust enough for outdoor play! Age 3+.
YD1091 Size 60mm
£17.50*

Mud Kitchens and Beyond
The 50 exciting ideas in this book can be
used by beginners to create a mud kitchen
and by those who already have one in
place. The activities promote high-quality
learning throughout the year and can be
used flexibly to follow the needs and
interests of the children. 54-page, A4 book.
LE3027
£15

Mud Kitchen Food Stones Collection
Create a sensory feast with this intriguing
and realistic selection of food stones,
perfect for mud kitchens and role-play
areas. This collection will inspire lots of
muddy play and imaginative creations,
encouraging discussion and investigation
along the way! Includes six sets of our
Sensory Play Stones: Fruit, Vegetables,
Threading Kebabs, Pizza Toppings, Breads
of the World and Foods of the World.
Made from our unique stone mix, they are
robust enough for outdoor play and easy
to clean. Age 2+.
YD1165
£130*
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Mud Kitchen
NEW

NEW Flowers – Sensory Play Stones
This set of realistic flower heads will help
grow children’s imaginations and curiosity
about the natural world. Made from a unique
stone mix, they are robust enough to be used
outdoors and are perfect for mud kitchen play
and nature walks. These tactile stones open
up lots of play and learning opportunities.
The set contains eight garden flowers:
carnation, daffodil, dahlia, gerbera, pansy,
rose, sunflower and tulip. Each flower stone
measures approx 55mm. Age 2+.
YD1189
£22*

Get creative

Make potions

01223 328051
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Mud Kitchen

Double-sided

Mud Kitchen Process Stones
Measure, cut, whisk and stir your way to
sequencing success! Outdoor kitchens
offer children a hands-on opportunity
to explore different processes and
sequences. Durable for use in all outdoor
environments, these tactile stones show a
simple image of a cooking process on one
side and a related word on the reverse.
Ideal for introducing key vocabulary, the
stones can be easily lined up to show the
stages of a recipe, indicate an area for a
specific task or allocate tasks. Made from
a unique stone and resin mix, each set
contains ten process stones: bake, cook,
crush, cut, measure, pour, roll, spread, stir
and whisk. Measures 45mm high. Age 2+.
YD1138
£25*

Mud Kitchen Activity Cards
With lots of muddy recipes to choose from,
including a Gruffalo stew, box of chocolates,
seafood platter, and the classic mud pie,
children will be inspired to get mixing,
blending, baking and creating! Each card
includes beautiful photographic images on
one side, with activity prompts, vocabulary
and extension ideas on the reverse.
Made from washable plastic, any muddy
splashes can be easily wiped away.
Each set includes 16 double-sided cards
measuring 275 x 210mm. Age 3+.
YD1100
£20*

Stand-it Stones
This set of practical card holders will enable
‘hands-free’ cooking in your mud kitchen!
Simply slide the cards into the slots and
display throughout your environment: in
sand, soil and water! Made from a stone and
resin mix, these robust holders will naturally
blend into your outdoor mud kitchen. Age 3+.
YD1099 Set of 5
£12.50*

20
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Mud Kitchen

Mud Kitchen Collection
Cook up a feast with this wonderful
selection of mud kitchen resources!
Whether you are looking to create a new
mud kitchen area or enrich the one you
have, you will find plenty here to help.
This inspirational collection includes:
• Mud Kitchen Activity Cards
• Stand-it Stones
• Play Eggs
• Fruit – Sensory Play Stones
• Vegetables – Sensory Play Stones
• Mud Kitchen Process Stones.
A copy of the award-winning Mud Kitchens
and Beyond book is also included, full of
practical activities and ideas. Age 3+.
£130*
YD1143

79 Piece Set

BIO Dinner Set
This dinner and cooking set is a versatile
resource for use in your outdoor mud kitchen
or your inside role-play area. It invites
independent play and investigation skills,
and will also encourage collaborative and
imaginative play. Made from sugarcane, a
sustainable material, this bioplastic resource
is 100% recyclable. Colour may vary. Includes
79 pieces. Age 2+.
YD5473 Dishwasher safe
£75*

01223 328051
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Investigative Play

50 Piece Set
BIO Sand Set
This bumper set of investigative sand toys
can be used in water, sand and soil. Made
from the same sustainable raw material
as the trucks and tractors shown below,
the set is eco-friendly, as well as being
robust enough for lots of early years play.
The set contains 50 pieces, including
buckets, spades, sieves, scoops, watering
cans, rakes and shaped sand moulds.
Dishwasher safe. Age 2+.
YD5471

£110*

BIO Trucks

Set of 6

This set of six large outdoor play trucks
will be great fun for any setting. They are
perfect for use in sand and throughout
your outdoor space. Children will enjoy
filling up the truck, transporting their
goods and tipping them out ready for the
next load! As well as a natural look, they
are made from a sustainable bioplastic
material, which makes them 100%
recyclable. Age 2+.
YD5474 Length: 28cm
£110*

BIO Tractors

Set of 6

22
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These large outdoor play tractors are ideal
for use in mud or sand, and throughout
your outdoor area. Children will enjoy using
their vehicles in a variety of imaginative
settings as they get to work on the farm or
building site! Made from sugarcane, a
sustainable material, this bioplastic resource
is 100% recyclable. Environmentally
friendly, the tractors are also tough enough
for many hours of play. Set of six. Age 2+.
YD5475 Length: 28cm
£110*

Investigative Play
Rustic Pourers
Our rustic pourers are robust enough for
use outside and with a range of materials,
including water, sand and soil. Easy to
hold, they can be used to scoop and pour
liquids and solids. The shaped lip makes
pouring intuitive and easy. Nestling within
each other, the pourers can help children
learn about comparing volumes. The set
includes three tactile pourers measuring
between 105–145mm. Age 18m+.
£20*
YD1121

Rustic Bowls
These nesting bowls invite handling.
Designed to fit comfortably in small hands,
they are suitable for use in water, sand and
mud, and can be used to transport such
materials. Perfect for mixing, weighing and
comparing volumes in your mud kitchen,
the bowls can be washed clean after use
ready for another day! Children can also
use them to store collections of items for
transient art or to populate tinker trays.
The set includes three bowls measuring
between 85–120mm. Age 18m+.
YD1120
£20*

See it in action!
yellow-door.net
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NEW

Feast of Nature – Sensory Play Set

NEW Forest School Collection

These stones are durable enough to be
played with outside, and can be sorted
and classified by different attributes,
including colour, shape and texture, leading
to valuable discussion and vocabulary
development. Comparisons with their
real-life counterparts can lead to work
on habitats, whether they are a safe food
source and, if so, for who or what. This can
lead to expeditions to find them in your local
environment and inspire you to grow the
edible ones in your setting. The set includes:
acorn, squash, raspberry, blueberry,
mushroom, pine cone, apple and pear.
Max height and width of 50mm. Age 3+.

This kit supports the forest school ethos,
whether you are just setting up a forest
school or looking to enhance the outdoor
provision you already have.

YD1083
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£22*

Kit includes:
l

Let’s Investigate –
Bugs and Woodland Footprints

l

Let’s Roll – Forest Friends

l

Rustic Bowls

l

Natural Focus Frames

l

Match Me – Sensory Leaf Tiles

l

Adventures Outdoors Cards

In all Weathers! book.
YD1179 Age 2+

l

£170*

Investigative Play
NEW Match Me – Sensory Flower Tiles
These wildflower tiles offer a wonderful sensory
experience as children can touch, feel and
match patterns and shapes found in the
natural world. Ideal for creating imprints and
rubbings, language development and nature
walks. Contains twelve tiles of six different
flower pairs (bluebell, buttercup, daisy, poppy,
snowdrop and violet). Age 18m+.
£27.50
YD1190 Size 60mm

NEW
NEW

Match Me – Sensory Leaf Tiles
These beautiful wooden tiles offer an
engaging, tactile way to explore pattern
and shape in the natural world. They are
perfect for matching games, developing
language, creating rubbings, taking imprints,
as well as being an appealing resource for
treasure baskets. Contains twelve tiles of six
different leaf pairs. Made from sustainablysourced beech wood. Age 18m+.
YD1112 Size 60mm

£27.50*

01223 328051
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Natural Focus Frames
Encourage outdoor investigators and artists
with this set of three wooden frames,
which are ideal for focusing attention on an
area for close inspection and inspiration.
Children can also use them to display
collections of items gathered during
activities, which can then be developed
into transient art projects. Made from
sustainably-sourced beech wood, these
frames are robust, tactile and ergonomic.
Age 18m+. Largest frame measures
255 x 185mm.
YD1114
£25*

Natural Shape Viewers
This enticing set of five beech wood
viewers will inspire children to explore their
environment with new enthusiasm and
focus. Encourage children to use them
around the setting to find objects of a
similar shape or to focus attention on
things they choose to investigate. The
viewers are designed to frame a particular
item or area in the natural world and will
enable children to really look at the detail.
This will in turn promote language
development and concentration skills.
The set includes circle, square, rectangle,
triangle and hexagon. Viewers measure
approx 160mm tall and are made from
sustainably-sourced wood. Age 18m+.
YD1082
£25*

Natural Frame Collection
Weave, thread, investigate and focus!
This delightful selection of wooden frames
invites independent, open-ended learning
while building key skills. Children will love
exploring their environment, making
transient art and creating unique woven
and threaded displays. They will also
develop essential concentration, muscle
control and fine motor skills along the way!
Age 18m+. Made from sustainably-sourced
wood, the collection includes:
• Natural Focus Frames (set of 3)
• Natural Shape Viewers (set of 5)
• Natural Weaving Frames (set of 2)
• Natural Threading Frames (set of 3).
YD1142
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£99*

Investigative Play

Natural Weaving Frames
These simple, notched rectangular frames
are a versatile weaving resource. Simply
add a variety of wool, laces, ribbons or
string to create mini-tapestries of colour
and texture. An enjoyable way for children
to practise their fine motor skills, the
frames can be combined with natural
materials to display their collections or
create transient art. Made from
sustainably-sourced wood, each set
includes two frames that are safe for use
with children aged 18m+. External frame
dimensions: 255 x 184mm, 186 x 116mm.
£25*
YD1136

Natural Threading Frames

Weaving Frames

Threading Frames

Made from sustainably-sourced birch
plywood, the three lightweight wooden
frames in this set are easy to manipulate
as children explore threading the holes.
Use wool, laces, string or ribbons to create
colourful compositions. Great for helping
children to develop hand–eye coordination,
dexterity and concentration skills. External
frame diameters: 210mm, 140mm and
70mm. Age 18m+.
£25*
YD1137

01223 328051
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NEW

NEW
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We’re OK with Risky Play!

NEW Outdoor Explorer Kit

The award-winning ideas in this book will
inspire you and give you the confidence to
view risk as an integral part of children’s
play. With advice on best practice for
managing risk safely, this book will help you
embrace the potential learning possibilities,
both indoors and outside.The book
contains 50 exciting activities ranging
from campfire activities, using tools
and equipment, physical challenges
and many more. Each comprehensive
activity has an introduction, a list of what
you will need, guidance on the activity itself,
what your role may be, any points to watch
out for, and the learning possibilities on offer.
Contains 65, A4 pages.
LE3030
£15

Designed to inspire young explorers, these
STEM play resources are robust enough for
lots of outdoor learning.
Kit includes:
l

Let’s Investigate – Bugs, Fossils,
Woodland and Dinosaur Footprints

l

Dinosaur Bones Discovery Set

l

Let’s Roll – Garden Bugs, Forest Friends,
Ocean Life, Pond Life

l

Weather Stones & Natural Shape Viewers

l

Match Me – Sensory Leaf Tiles

l

Adventures Outdoors Cards

l

We’re OK with Risky Play book.

YD1178 Age 3+

£275*

Investigative Play
NEW Weather Stones
These engaging and tactile weather symbols
can be used in so many ways: record
the weather, make a forecast, sort by the
different conditions, press in playdough or
create stories alongside other props. The set
includes ten stones engraved and painted
with the following representations: dark
cloud, light cloud, hail, rain, rainbow, snow,
sun, sunny intervals, thunderstorm, and
wind. Each stone measures between
40–55mm high.
£20*
YD1031 Age 2+

NEW

Adventures Outdoors
These cleverly designed card packs are ideal
for portable inspiration for outdoor learning.
Developed by Claire Warden, founder of
Mindstretchers™, they provide activity ideas
for adventures with mud, wind and puddles
which build on the natural curiosity of
children. Each card pack includes 30 durable
plastic cards showing an engaging photo on
one side with clear ideas on the reverse.
YD0418 Mud

£10*

YD0420 Puddles

£10*

YD0419 Wind

£10*

YD0421 Mud, Wind and Puddles Set £30*

01223 328051
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In all Weathers!
The importance of learning outside
cannot be overestimated and this book is
crammed full of creative and innovative
ideas to help add the ‘great’ to ‘outdoors’!
The 50 activities will help you to embrace
the rich possibilities of learning outside,
whatever the weather and space available.
The activities include learning from nature,
outdoor investigations, imaginative play,
stories old and new, and seasonal
celebrations. Each activity follows the
same format for ease of reference: starter,
resources, main activity, extension ideas,
reflections and links to the EYFS.
A fantastic book for all settings wanting to
take more learning outdoors or for those
involved in forest schools. Written by Sam
Goddard, an experienced forest school
leader, this handbook with clear theoretical
grounding will prepare practitioners well for
purposeful outdoor adventures.
LE3031
£15

30

Den-building Clamps

Camouflage Den-building Fabric Netting

Camouflage Den-building Tarpaulin

This set of strong clamps will help your
den builders to create hideouts that will
remain upright throughout their play!
The support the clamps provide will allow
children greater opportunities to plan their
dens rather than just draping material over
a nearby branch or outdoor furniture. Set
of ten clamps each measuring 95mm.
YD5459
£12.50*

This sheet of camouflage netting is
easy to handle and can be used to
create a den with little effort. Strong and
lightweight, the fabric can be used
repeatedly in all weathers and comes with
useful cord loops attached. Ideal for
settings with a smaller amount of space,
the sheet measures 1.5 x 1.5m.
YD5460
£16*

This strong and durable tarpaulin can be
used as a roof for a den or groundsheet
for an outdoor learning space. Versatile
and weatherproof, it can be used for large
spaces or folded over for a stronger
covering for a smaller den. Sheet measures
2.5 x 3m and features reinforced eyelets
for ease of attachment.
YD5461
£10*

yellow-door.net

Investigative Play
Foam Life-Size Building Bricks
The size and colour of a standard house
brick, these tough foam blocks also have
holes drilled through them to enable small
hands to carry and build more easily. Brick
dimensions: 200 x 95 x 65mm. Age 3+.
YD5466 Set of 25

£58*

Wooden Construction Play Tools
These different shaped building tools will
bring an added touch of realism to your
construction role-play. Age 3+.
YD5467 Set of 4

£13*

25 Building Bricks
Foam Life-Like Breeze Blocks
These grey building blocks are made
from a tough foam and are ideal for
small hands to carry and construct with.
They are robust enough to be used
throughout an early years environment.
This set works well with the Life-Size
Building Bricks. Block dimensions:
200 x 95 x 65mm. Age 3+.
YD5468 Set of 20
£56*

20 Breeze Blocks

01223 328051
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Investigative Play
Create and
explore animal
habitats with these
robust rollers that
are perfect for use
in play dough or
clay. They offer a hands-on and
very satisfying way for children to
explore patterns in nature. As
they roll, they may tell stories,
ask questions, create tactile art
and be inspired to find out more
about the natural world around
them. Made from our durable stone
mix, each set contains six rollers,
each measuring 72 x 34mm, and
are easy to clean. Safe for age 2+.
Let’s Roll – Garden Bugs
Count the bees on the honeycomb, match
the ladybirds to flowers and tell stories of
what is happening close by when you look
carefully. The set includes: butterfly and
meadow, bee and honeycomb, spider and
web, ladybird and flowers, caterpillar and
branch, grasshopper and grass.
YD1154
£15*

Let’s Roll – Pond Life
Count the frogs and the lily pads, hide the
fish in the weeds, see how the dragonfly
darts through the rushes. The set includes:
frog and lily pads, fish and weeds, duck and
pond, kingfisher and perch, pond skater and
duckweed, dragonfly and bulrushes.
YD1157
£15*

Let’s Roll rollers are
robust and beautifully
made for small hands and
creative minds. Affordable,
delightful and a great
example of ‘less is more’.
ERA 2021 Judges’ comments
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Let’s Roll – Ocean Life
You will soon be making waves as you roll
into play dough or clay and use the stamps
to bring the water to life with a variety of
sea creatures. Count the dolphins diving
in the water, follow the fish through the
bubbles and create tactile story adventures
for the whole cast of characters! The set
includes: dolphin and waves, turtle and
coral, fish and bubbles, seahorse and
seagrass, shark and fish, octopus and cave.
YD1156
£15*

Let’s Roll – Forest Friends
Count the rabbits in the burrow, hide the
squirrel in the tree trunk and help the spider
weave its web, while developing fine motor
control. Children can experiment using
different amounts of pressure and rolling in
different ways – away, towards, and across
their body midline. The set includes: bird
and tree, bat and wood, moth and fern,
squirrel and tree trunk, snail and leaves,
rabbit and burrow.
YD1155
£15*

I am always looking at
ways for children to play
and encourage steps towards
meeting the Early Learning
Goals. Using these rollers in my
classroom has developed the
children’s physical development,
expressive arts and design and
encouraged conversations linked
to understanding of the world.
They have been a great
addition to our resources!
Anna, Early Years Teacher

See it in action!
yellow-door.net
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Investigative Play
Our popular Let’s Investigate range
includes five exciting sets of
tactile footprint stones that
will inspire children in their
investigative play and learning.
They are durable for use across
your setting as they are made
from a unique stone mix and are
designed to be enjoyed outdoors,
in water, sand or mud! Each stone
is double-sided with the raised
footprint on one side and an
image of the animal indented on
the other.
Let’s Investigate – Farmyard Footprints
Press the footprint into sand, mud or soil,
and create a trail for children to follow.
What animal might they find at the end:
cow, horse, sheep, pig, dog, cat, chicken
or duck? Contains eight double-sided
stones measuring 70 – 80mm. Age 2+.
YD1065

£20*

Let’s Investigate –
Woodland Footprints

Double-sided
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Our set of eight engaging woodland
footprints is a great way for children to
start their woodland explorations. Each
stone has the raised footprint of an animal
of one side and an image of the animal
indented into the other: fox, squirrel, rabbit,
frog, deer, hawk, owl and mouse. Contains
eight double-sided stones measuring
70 – 80mm. Age 2+.
YD1072

£20*

Investigative Play
Let’s Investigate – Polar Footprints
These chilly footprints will encourage a
fascination with the special wildlife that lives
in our frozen, polar landscapes. Including
animals from both the northern Arctic and
the southern Antarctic environments, they
are perfect to nurture an understanding
of our fragile natural world and a desire
to protect it. Contains eight double-sided
footprint stones – polar bear, reindeer, wolf,
musk ox, arctic fox, arctic hare, albatross
and penguin – measuring 80mm. Age 3+.
£20*
YD1119

Let’s Investigate – Safari Footprints
Explore the kind of animals you might find
on the African savannah as you follow their
tracks. Watch out for the following: lion,
elephant, rhinoceros, giraffe, hippopotamus,
ostrich, cheetah and zebra. This range of
wild animals will inspire lots of discussion
about the food they might eat or whether
they are endangered. Ideal to prompt talk
about conservation and how children relate
to the natural world. Contains eight stones
measuring 80mm. Age 2+.
YD1098

Double-sided

£20*

Let’s Investigate – Dinosaur Footprints
These footprints will excite children’s
curiosity and capture their imagination.
Each stone shows a dinosaur footprint on
one side and its owner on the other. Perfect
for encouraging early investigation skills
as children examine, compare and sort
the stones – Apatosaurus, Deinonychus,
Hypsilophodon, Iguanodon, Quetzalcoatlus,
Stegosaurus, Triceratops and Tyrannosaurus
rex. Stones measure 90mm. Age 3+.
YD1086

£20*

Double-sided

01223 328051
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This is the Way I Like to Play
The activities in this book are cleverly linked
to children’s schemas to help plan more
individualised learning. They also support
fine motor development, mathematical
understanding, social communication and
language development as children explore,
investigate and test their ideas. This book
aims to support children’s investigative
skills through heuristic play, encouraging
children to begin to hypothesise and predict
what might happen.
LE3023

£15

Natural Sorting Stones
This satisfyingly smooth set of twelve tactile
stones has been created to inspire children’s
natural curiosity as they explore and sort.
Older children will enjoy sorting by colour,
ordering by size, stacking and matching,
while younger hands will simply like to
hold and experience the different sizes
and weights the set offers. Each set
includes twelve stones in three different
sizes and four colours. The largest
stone measures 80mm and the smallest
measures 55mm. Age 2+.
YD1039

£17.50*

Natural Wood Trays
Beautifully made from beech, these tactile
and versatile natural wood trays are
instantly appealing to young investigators.
They are ideal for all kinds of collecting,
counting, sorting and loose parts activities,
both inside and outdoors. Their sections
are just waiting to be filled with treasures to
display and explore! Age 18m+.

Flower Tray (7 sections)
YD1162 Size 234mm

Tinker Tray (9 sections)
YD1163 Size 234mm
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£22.50*
£22.50*

Investigative Play

Let’s Investigate – Fossils
Children will enjoy examining this set
of eight attractive, realistic and tactile
specimens including ammonite, clam shell,
fern leaf, preserved leaves, sea urchin,
shark’s tooth, shrimp and trilobite. These
durable stones can be buried in soil or
sand and washed clean on discovery.
Designed to fit snugly in small inquisitive
hands, these fossils provide a great
springboard to further activities. Stones
measures 80–90mm. Age 2+.
YD1041
£20*

Let’s Investigate – Bugs
Support children’s growing understanding
of the world with this engaging and realistic
set of eight bugs. Featuring an ant, beetle,
butterfly, centipede, dragonfly, ladybird,
spider and woodlouse, this fascinating set
provides children with the opportunity to
learn close up about the living creatures
they will encounter in daily life. Stones
measure 80mm. Age 2+.
YD1042
£20*

See it in action!
yellow-door.net

Dinosaur Bones Discovery Set
These wonderful, tactile dinosaur bones
are guaranteed to inspire and excite.
Bury them in sand or soil, place them in
the water tray or leave them outside to
be discovered. Once unearthed, they
will instantly appeal to children’s natural
instincts to investigate, sort, order and
compare. The set includes twelve appealing
dinosaur bones in four different lengths
ranging from 60–120mm. Age 2+.
YD1038

£17.50*

01223 328051
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Sensory Stones
This set of eight tactile stones includes
four raised designs (circles, dots, wavy
lines and a grid) and four indented designs
(circles, lines, zigzags and a spiral). Each
stone measures 75mm. Age 18m+.
YD1022
£20*

Matching

Tactile

Imprint

Sensory Sound Eggs
This beautiful set of six speckled eggs
contains three pairs of eggs with matching
sounds. Highly tactile and enormously
appealing, the eggs are a simple and
enjoyable way to help children develop early
auditory discrimination skills. Children will
delight in finding out which eggs go together
and have the same sound. Contains six eggs
measuring 63mm. Age 2+.
YD1087

£22*

Interlocking Sensory Stones
Ideal for exploring matching and symmetry,
these pairs of stones are designed so that
each pair interlocks in a different way – from
concentric circles that can be continually
twisted to shapes that can be interlocked
in two, three and four positions. The set
contains eight stones (four pairs) measuring
75mm each and can be used for a wide
variety of sensory play, printing and
mark-making activities. Age 18m+.
YD1025
£20*

Sensory Shapes
This set of stones offers children the
opportunity to extend their understanding
of shape. The ridged and smooth surfaces
offer children rich sensory experiences and
their vocabulary of shape and comparative
language will develop as they talk about
what they see and feel. The set includes
twelve stones (measuring 50–80mm) –
two different thicknesses and sizes for
each of six shapes: circle, triangle, square,
rectangle, pentagon and hexagon. Age 3+.
YD1026
£20*
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NEW Loose Parts Collection
This collection of intriguing loose parts,
tinker trays, bowls and frames will
provide open-ended opportunities for
children to be curious. The tactile, inviting
nature of these resources makes them
perfect for loose parts play and sensory
investigations. Add them to treasure
baskets, heuristic play and even encourage
children to create transient art. Kit includes:
l

Two sets of Threading Pebbles

l

Two sets of Natural Sorting Stones

l

Two sets of Two-Tone Counting Stones

l

Count & Thread Stones

l

Threading Kebabs

l

Dinosaur Bones Discovery Set

l

Natural Tinker Tray

l

Natural Flower Tray

l

Natural Sorting Tray

l

Natural Focus Frames

l

Rustic Bowls.

YD1180 Age 2+

NEW

£285*

NEW Natural Tray Collection
Collect, sort, tinker, display and explore early
maths with this beautiful collection of natural
wood trays. They are versatile for use across
a setting, in a variety of loose parts play and
hands-on maths investigations. Crafted from
sustainably-sourced beech wood.
Kit includes:
l Natural Tinker Tray (9 sections)
l Natural Flower Tray (7 sections)
l Natural Sorting Tray (9 sections)
l 10-Frame Tray
l Domino 10-Frame Tray
l 1,2,3,4,5-Frame Tray Set.
YD1181 Age 18m+
£140*

NEW

NEW

01223 328051
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Little Lands – Houses
Simple structures for sensational storytelling.
This tactile set of houses has been carefully
designed to provide inspiration for stories
without leading the children’s thinking.
Created from a durable stone mix, these
charming houses are a variety of natural
colours and sizes, with engraved windows
and doors. They can be used to enhance
small world play inside or outdoors and
are robust enough to be easily cleaned
afterwards. Each set includes four pairs
of houses, one small and one large, with
different features and roof shapes. Age 2+.
£20*
YD1158 Max height 70mm

Little Lands – Vehicles
Featuring a mix of everyday and emergency
vehicles, this beautifully crafted set will
engage and delight. Perfectly sized for
little hands, they are easily recognisable
with etching and engraving used to depict
their features. Created using a durable stone
mix, they are tough enough to use outdoors
whatever the weather. The set consists of
one of each of the following: ambulance,
camper van, coach, estate car, fire engine,
police car, small car and van. Age 2+.
YD1159 Max length 80mm
£20*
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NEW Little Lands – Construction
Let’s build a story with this charming set
of eight stone construction people, props
and vehicles. The stones are not only
beautifully etched and engraved but tough
enough to be used outdoors in sand, mud
or water. The set includes one each of
the following: bulldozer, concrete mixer,
dumper truck, road roller, female worker,
male worker, partially-built brick wall, and
traffic cone. Max length 75mm. Age 2+.
£20*
YD1171

NEW

NEW
NEW Little Lands – Farmyard
These eight tactile play stones are simply
waiting for a farmyard adventure, just add
straw! Created from a durable stone mix,
they are designed to be used in outdoor or
messy play environments and can easily
be cleaned afterwards. Perfectly sized for
small hands, the set includes one each of
the following: cow, dog, goat, horse, pig,
sheep, female farmer and male farmer.
Max length 75mm. Age 2+.
YD1170
£20*

01223 328051
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NEW

NEW Little Lands – Polar
From bear to hare we have your polar
expeditions and storytelling covered! This
set is perfect for icy, imaginative small world
play. The etched details and natural shades
give lots to talk about and explore. The set
includes: arctic fox, arctic hare, arctic wolf,
musk ox, penguin, polar bear, seal and
walrus. Max height 53mm. Age 2+.
YD1192
£20*

NEW

NEW Little Lands – Enchanted World
These enchanting stone story props are
ideal for storytelling, inventing fairy tales
and small world play. They include lots
of charming details that will inspire talk
and endless creative scenarios. The set
of eight figures includes: apple tree, bridge,
cottage, mountain, old door, toadstool,
tower and well. Max height 74mm. Age 2+.
£20*
YD1193
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NEW Little Lands – Woodland
These stone woodland figures are tough
enough to be used in leaves, water, sand,
soil and mud, making them perfect for
outdoor adventures and small world play.
The set of eight animals includes: deer, fox,
frog, mouse, otter, owl, rabbit and squirrel.
Max height 61mm. Age 2+.
£20*
YD1191

NEW Hollow Log
This realistic hollow log instantly creates
an enticing woodland habitat for storytelling
and play. Made from a durable stone
and resin mix, it can be taken outdoors
and used in bark, mud, sand, or water.
Measures 230mm in length. Age 2+.
YD0222
£12.50*

NEW

Tree Stump

Hollow Log

NEW

NEW Tree Stump
With inviting features, children will enjoy
making the ideal home for their forest and
magical characters. Made from a durable
stone and resin mix, it can be used in
outdoor play, in leaves, mud, sand, or water.
Measures 135mm high. Age 2+.
YD0221
£12.50*

Play Igloo
Cast from a durable resin, it is robust and
can be used for indoor and outdoor small
world play. Measures 105mm high. Age 2+.
YD0220
£12.50*

Play Igloo

Play Cave

Play Cave
From hiding place to jungle lookout, this
durable cave is tough enough for use
outside. Measures 115mm high. Age 2+.
YD0219
£12.50*

NEW Play Habitats Kit
Includes four small world play props:
Hollow Log, Tree Stump, Play Igloo and
Play Cave. Age 2+.
YD1195
£50*

01223 328051
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This range of small world play
scenes will invite children to
explore a variety of habitats.
From an icy environment to a fairy
fantasy world, they inspire lots
of language, imaginative play and
storytelling. Each kit comes in a
handy tray ready to contain the
adventure. All safe for children
aged 3+.
Ice Explorer Scene Kit
Recreate an exciting snowy environment
with the props and figures in this kit. The
Play Igloo (105mm high) is durable for use
in sand, water, ice and snow, and adding
natural materials to the set up will really
extend the play! It also includes a set of
ten Arctic Figures (land and sea animals),
a set of ten playful Penguin Figures (40–
50mm) and a tub of White Sand (450g).
Human figure not included.
YD5217
£39.25*

Underwater Scene Kit
Build an ocean habitat or underwater world
full of fabulous fish and wonderful whales.
Explore the Play Cave (115mm high),
which is durable for use in water, sand and
outdoor play. The kit also includes a set
of eleven Coral Reef Figures (40–65mm),
a set of eleven Whale and Dolphin Figures
(60–70mm) and a tub of Blue Gravel
(500g). Sand and plants not included.
YD5216
£39.25*

Jungle Scene Kit
Journey deep into the jungle and explore
the wildlife within. The Play Cave (115mm
high) creates an instant hideaway for an
interesting mix of birds, apes, monkeys
and other animals. The kit also includes
a set of twelve Rainforest Figures (35–
110mm), Coloured Leaves (pack of 100)
and a piece of Mopani Wood. Fabric and
stones not included.
YD5226
£34.75*
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Fairy Fantasy Scene Kit
Add a touch of magic to small world
play. The Wooden Fairy House measures
100mm high, just the right height for its
occupants. The kit also includes a set
of six beautifully-detailed Fairy Figures
(40–65mm) featuring fairies of all ages
and an enchanting Fairy Queen, as well
as a tub of Gold Sand (500g). Spread it
generously to create a magical landscape,
mix it with sand to add sparkle or just
use a pinch for fairy dust! Toadstool and
plants not included.
YD5261

£30*

Woodland Scene Kit
These resources will help children learn
about woodland animals and their habitats.
Combine natural resources with charming
animal figures to create a small-scale
woodland world. The kit includes a set
of twelve Woodland Figures (45–50mm)
featuring a fox, hedgehog, rabbit, mole,
squirrel, moth, grasshopper, bullfinch, blue
tit and robin. It also comes with two pieces
of Mopani Wood and 100g of natural
Reindeer Moss.
YD5158
£28*

Minibeast Scene Kit
Venture into the world of minibeasts and
create a micro-habitat with the figures and
props in this kit. It includes a collection
of 24 Insect Figures (50–90mm), a set
of twelve Butterfly Figures (50–60mm), a
piece of Mopani Wood and a pack of 100
Coloured Leaves.
YD5199
£36.50*

01223 328051
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Large Play Iceberg
Create an icy environment in an instant
with this small world play prop perfect for
penguins or polar bears. This chilly habitat
provides exciting platforms for play figures,
a small pool area and even a slippery slide!
Made from a unique stone and resin mix,
it is durable for use outdoors in water,
sand and snow. Large Penguin Figures
available separately (see below). Age 3+.
YD1123 Size 400 x 260 x 110mm

£39*

Large Penguin Figures
This set of five penguin figures will be a
great addition to your collection of resources
for imaginative play. Largest figure measures
140mm and smallest is 45mm. Age 3+.
YD5225

£13*

Large Play Waterfall
Children will love to pour water down the
rocky waterfall into the rockpool below.
A fantastic water feature that could inspire
imaginative play and stories involving
aquatic creatures, rainforest animals or even
mermaids! Made from a unique stone and
resin mix, it is durable for use outdoors in
water, sand and mud. Large Aquatic Figures
available separately (see below). Age 3+.
YD1125 Size 290 x 250 x 160mm

£39*

Large Aquatic Figures
Featuring eleven creatures that are
found in the world’s oceans, this set will
inspire lots of discussion and play. Figures
measure 130–165mm. Age 3+.
YD5224
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£15*

Small World Play

Large Play Tree Stump
This beautiful hollow tree stump offers
an inviting habitat for a whole host of
woodland adventures. With intriguing
nooks, openings and ledges to explore,
children will love using this prop as a
central part of their imaginative play and
storytelling. Made from a unique stone and
resin mix, it is durable for use outdoors.
Figures not included. Age 3+.
YD1124 Size 250 x 250 x 180mm
£39*

Large Insect Figures
This set of ten super-sized insects will
inspire children’s curiosity. They will enjoy
taking them out in their natural environment,
as well as discovering more about these
insects in the real world. Figures measure
between 100–200mm. Age 3+.
YD5227
£15*

Large Play Cave
This large cave is just waiting to be explored!
What might be lurking inside… a mountain
lion, bear or dragon? It will provide an inviting
habitat for small world play and the start
of many adventures. Made from a unique
stone and resin mix, this play cave is robust
enough to be used outdoors. Age 3+.
YD1122 Size 280 x 220 x 220mm
£39*

Large Asian Mountain Figures
Adventure into Asia with these appealing
play figures. Each set of six includes a red
panda, tiger, tiger cub, panda, snow
leopard and snow leopard cub measuring
between 105–210mm. Age 3+.
YD5228
£13*

01223 328051
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Small World Play

Shape Drive Arounds
These large shape tracks are perfect for
small world play, providing enclosed spaces
that children will be excited to actively
explore! A versatile addition to imaginative
worlds, they create an ideal setting for
our Little Lands Vehicles & Houses, Little
People or Wooden Trees (as shown). The
shapes give an opportunity to introduce and
encourage the use of early mathematical
language. Made from sustainably-sourced
beech wood. Measures: square 40 x 40cm,
rectangle 40 x 20cm, triangle 39cm width,
circle 40 diameter. Age 10m+.
YD5488 Set of 4
£90*

Wooden Tree Set
This fantastic collection of ten wooden
figures includes a variety of trees and
hedges. With seasonal details and gorgeous
woodland creatures, this set makes a great
addition to any small world selection. Age 3+.
YD0214 Size 38 –130mm
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£21*

Small World Play

NEW Little People Like Me
These charming, tactile play people have
been designed to represent different
skin tones, helping children identify with
the figures and see themselves in play.
Their minimalistic features and neutral
expressions allow children to attribute any
emotion to them making imaginative play
and storytelling completely open ended.
Made from a durable stone mix and easily
washable, they are perfect companions
for all sorts of adventures, both inside
and outdoors. Set includes ten figures
measuring 50mm high. Age 2+.
£22*
YD1172

NEW

Little People – Sensory Play Set
These delightful little people have been
designed to invite play, but not dictate it.
The stone mix they are made from gives
them a good weight in the hand and
means that they are durable enough for
outside use in all weathers and
environments. The range of colours, sizes
and hairstyles means that the people can
be sorted and classified by a range of
criteria. Contains three sets of three figures
(50mm, 60mm and 70mm high). Age 3+.
YD1084 9 figures

£22*

Little People – Bumper Play Set
Four sets of six figures, each set a
different colour and includes two of each
size (50mm, 60mm and 70mm high). Age 3+.
YD1085 24 figures

£50*

Animal Friends – Sensory Play Set
These beautiful sculptures will charm the
children with their tactile nature and are ideal
for sensory play and storytelling. The set
consists of eight figures: a bear, an owl, a
bird, a whale, a fish, an elephant, a mouse
and a rabbit (measuring between 26–75mm
high). The animals can be sorted and
matched by different criteria including colour,
habitat and characteristics, promoting
language and discussion. Why not design
and build habitats for the animals: a nest for
the bird or an icy river for the bear? Age 2+.
YD1067

£22*

01223 328051
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Language through Stories

NEW

NEW Let’s Boost…
Language through Stories Kit
This bumper collection of resources will
help boost vocabulary and language
through storytelling and imaginative play.
Children will be encouraged to recreate
stories old and new, and the playful
resources will inspire new confidence in
their speaking and listening skills. As well
as getting children talking, these wooden
figures, story stones and activity cards will
actively engage them in exploring story
structure, laying a strong foundation for
early literacy. This kit fully supports the
latest Reading Framework.
Kit includes:
l

Full set of Traditional Tales Wooden
Characters (6 stories)

l

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt Wooden
Characters and Story Talk Cards

l

Story Stones – Fairy Tales, Outer Space
and Under the Sea

l

Stand-it Stones.

YD1173 Age 3+

£185*

Story Stones – Outer Space
Shoot for the stars with these beautifully
engraved story stones. Children can build
story frameworks by picking from the
character, setting and object subsets,
each a different colour. Set of 13. Stones
measure 50mm. Safe for age 2+.
YD1145
£22*
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Language through Stories

Story Stones – Under the Sea
Dive into a sea full of stories! The stones
can be sorted by colour into three subsets:
characters, settings and objects. Children
can pick stones from each subset to
provide inspiration and structure for their
stories. What happens when the clown fish
steals Neptune’s pearl from his underwater
castle? How did the octopus help the
mermaid queen escape from the cave after
he read her message in the bottle? Set of 13.
Stones measure 50mm. Safe for age 2+.
YD1146

£22*

Story Stones – Fairy Tales
Explore storytelling and story structure
using this set of wonderfully illustrated
story stones. Pick characters, settings and
objects from these subsets as the basis of
fantastic imaginative tales. What did the
wolf do in the woods with the wand he had
stolen from the fairy? Why did the princess
give the giant an apple when she visited his
cottage? Set of 13. Stones measure 50mm.
Safe for age 2+.
£22*
YD1147

01223 328051
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Language through Stories
Traditional Tales Wooden Characters
Children will love to recreate their favourite
stories with these wonderful wooden
character sets. They are now made from
natural pine, so not only are they great for
play they are better for the environment
too!
Each piece has a 15mm wide, sturdy flat
base making them easy to stand up in a
variety of storytelling settings. Safe for
children aged 18m+.

The Billy Goats Gruff

YD0111 Height 50–70mm

The Three Little Pigs

YD0112 Height 50–110mm

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
YD0113 Height 60–130mm

Little Red Riding Hood

YD0114 Height 70–110mm

Jack and the Beanstalk

YD0115 Height 40–300mm

The Gingerbread Man

YD0116 Height 50–110mm
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£13*
£15*
£10*
£10*
£15*
£13*

Language through Stories
Double-sided

NEW

NEW Superhero Wooden Characters
This multicultural set of superheroes consists
of three families, of which each member can
be transformed from their everyday persona
to their superhero alter ego. Several of the
adults in the set have community helper
roles, being heroes in their own right. This
engaging set of 15 double-sided figures is
guaranteed to inspire lots of language. Each
character has a 15mm wide, sturdy flat base
making them easy to stand up! They are
made from natural pine and measure
between 47–115mm high. Age 18m+.
YD0206

£45*

Traditional Tales Wooden
Character Complete Set
Bring traditional tales to life!
This bumper set is perfect for
young children to retell six popular
stories and create versions of their own.
Includes 32 pine figures. Age 18m+.
YD0119
£75*

01223 328051
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Language through Stories
Story Talk Sequencing Cards
These attractive packs include eight
double-sided plastic story cards featuring
the original illustrations from the book on
one side and engaging language activities
on the reverse. These ideas will build
essential speech and language skills
through discussion. The cards include
story talk activities, retelling prompts,
questions about the characters shown
and role play, amongst other ideas.
Measuring 275 x 210mm and printed on
durable plastic, these cards are ideal for
introducing the story to a group and are
tough enough for use throughout a learning
environment. Use alongside our wonderful
wooden character sets (see page 55).

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt
Story Talk Cards
YD0413 Set of 8

£12*

Handa’s Surprise Story Talk Cards
YD0414 Set of 8

£12*

Bear Hunt

Stand-it Stones

Handa’s Surprise
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This set of five robust card holders will
support cards of up to A4 in size. Just
simply slide the cards into the slot and
create backdrops and displays throughout
your environment: in sand, soil and water!
Made from a stone and resin mix, these
practical holders will naturally blend into
your storytelling landscapes. Age 3+.
YD1099 Set of 5
£12.50*

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt © Michael Rosen and Helen Oxenbury. Walker Books Ltd., London
Handa’s Surprise © Eileen Browne. Walker Books Ltd., London

Language through Stories

Wooden Character Sets
Based on the original illustrations from
three popular picture books, these
charming wooden characters offer a
hands-on way for children to retell the
stories or explore new versions of their
own. Each figure has a 15mm flat base
making them sturdy and easy to stand
up, so children can concentrate on
the thing that matters most – creative
storytelling! They are ideal for use
alongside our Story Talk Sequencing
Cards (see page 54). Made from pine.
Safe for age 18m+.

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt
Wooden Character Set
YD0402 Height 50–175mm

£20*

Handa’s Surprise Wooden Character Set
YD0404 Height 40–130mm

£29*

01223 328051
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Language through Stories
Traditional Tales Picture Book Set
These story books are guaranteed to
become firm favourites. They feature
beautiful illustrations, lyrical rhyming text
and a repeating chorus that children will
love to join in with. Each book has 24
pages and measures 210 x 210mm.
YD0159 Set of 6 books

£32.50

Traditional Tales Story Talk Cards
These large-format plastic cards are ideal
for group discussions, hanging on washing
lines and also make excellent backdrops
for small world scenes and builder’s tray
play. Their durable nature means they can
really follow the story wherever it goes:
in water, through sand or in grass! Each
tale includes five cards, with useful story
prompts for each scene on the reverse.
These questions explore the scene itself,
the thoughts and feelings of the
characters, what might happen next, and
each card also provides an extension
activity to take the learning further. The set
contains 30 cards picturing six stories.
£30*
YD0180 Size 190 x 190mm

Tell Me a Story Sequencing Cards

Large Cards

These smaller sequencing cards are great
for individual and small group work, to
practise sequencing and storytelling.
Set contains 30 cards.
YD0179 Size 120 x 120mm
£10*

Stand-it Stones

Stand-it Stones
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Small Cards

This set of five robust card holders will
support cards of up to A4 in size. Just
simply slide the cards into the slot and
create backdrops and displays throughout
your environment: in sand, soil and water!
Made from a stone and resin mix, these
practical holders will naturally blend into
your storytelling landscapes. Age 3+.
YD1099 Set of 5

£12.50*

Language through Stories
Interactive Story Apps
These engaging apps offer children
opportunities to get hands-on with stories.
Suitable for use on various devices,
including iPad and Android tablets, users
can choose the animated story or song,
move characters around on screen, play
related games, explore the interactive
non-fiction and record their own
personalised versions of the tale. Stories
come to life through a mix of rhythm,
rhyme and song, and appealing game play.
• Read with me, sing with me –
children can follow the animated story
as it is read or sung to them.
• Let me play – a range of interactive
games, including auditory discrimination,
story sequencing activities and ‘play
with the story’ that allow children to
get hands-on with the tale, triggering
animations as they explore each page.
• Find out about – offers additional
interactive features and fully narrated
throughout, these non-fiction activities
provide a springboard into other
curriculum areas.
• My own stories – in ‘Tell a story’,
children can move characters on screen
and voice record their own retelling of
the story as they do so. In ‘Write a story’,
children’s versions can be scribed.

The Billy Goats Gruff

YD0121-6 6 tablet licence
YD0121-1 1 tablet licence

The Three Little Pigs

YD0122-6 6 tablet licence
YD0122-1 1 tablet licence

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
YD0123-6 6 tablet licence
YD0123-1 1 tablet licence

Little Red Riding Hood

YD0124-6 6 tablet licence
YD0124-1 1 tablet licence

Jack and the Beanstalk

YD0125-6 6 tablet licence

YD0125-1 1 tablet licence

The Gingerbread Man

YD0126-6 6 tablet licence
YD0126-1 1 tablet licence

Apps can be
downloaded from

yellow-door.net/apps

Read with me, sing with me

£40*
£15*
£40*
£15*

Find out about

Let me play

£40*
£15*
£40*
£15*
£40*
£15*
£40*
£15*

Move the
characters and record
your own story

Tell a story

Write a story

01223 328051
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Active Listening

Tune into… Environmental sounds
With photographic images and real sound
effects, this set includes 30 cards, an
audio CD (or download option) and
ready-made games at different levels.
YD0350
£15*

Tune into… Animal sounds
With photographic images and real sound
effects, this set includes 30 cards, an
audio CD (or download option) and
ready-made games at different levels.
YD0351
£15*

Tune into… Nursery rhymes
With engaging illustrations and music, this
set includes 20 rhyme cards, an audio CD
(or download option) and teacher’s notes.
YD0353
£15*

Come Alive Listening App
• Sound pictures • Animated songs
environmental sounds		
with real sounds

Explore the scene

Play the song

• What’s the
Sound Games?

• What’s Next?
sequence games.

YD0129-6 6 tablet licence
YD0129-1 1 tablet licence
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£40*
£15*

Active Listening
NEW Let’s Boost…
Active Listening Kit
This kit provides a variety of opportunities
for children to practise listening to others
and to become attentive to the world
around them. It combines hands-on
resources, listening games and activity
ideas to help individuals and groups
focus and concentrate. These resources
can also support children with additional
needs and EAL.

NEW

Kit includes:
l

Helping Young Children to Listen book

l

Helping Young Children to
Concentrate book

l

Lola the Leopard soft toy

l

Sensory Sound Eggs

l

Tune into… Animal sounds –
CD & cards

l

Tune into… Environmental sounds –
CD & cards

l

Tune into… Nursery rhymes –
CD & cards.

YD1174 Age 2+

£100*

Helping Very Young Children to Listen
Tried and tested with children from 18
months, these engaging games can be
played in 2–3 minutes making them ideal
for active listening. With the help of Lola
the leopard, children focus on developing
the key skills of turn taking, body control,
memory, concentration, listening and early
thinking. 30-page, A4 book.
LE3215

£12.50

Lola Soft Toy
Support the learning from these three titles
with your own Lola. Measures 12cm.
LE7005

£10*

Helping Young Children to Concentrate
This book is full of games and activities
designed to help young children to
develop crucial abilities in the areas of
concentration and attention. They will be
encouraged to develop a more sustained
focus, increase their locus of control and
reflect upon why it is important to be able
to do so. 27-page, A4 book.
LE3201

£12.50

Helping Young Children to Listen
Contains 40 games, all of which are
designed to develop listening, concentration
and attention skills in exciting and innovative
ways. Quick to set up, fun to play and
flexible enough to be enjoyed by different
sized groups and abilities. 30-page, A4 book.
LE3200

£12.50

01223 328051
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Active Listening

Sensory Sound Eggs
This beautiful set of six speckled eggs
contains three pairs of eggs with matching
sounds. Highly tactile and enormously
appealing, the eggs are a simple and
enjoyable way to help children develop early
auditory discrimination skills. Children will
delight in finding out which eggs go together
and have the same sound… and then
muddling them up again to have another
turn. Contains six eggs measuring 63mm.
YD1087

£22*

Come Alive Nursery Rhymes App

Look and listen

This interactive app invites children to
get actively involved with rhymes and
develop key language skills. Children can:
• sing along with the animated version
• move the characters around on screen
• play games
• explore the interactive non-fiction text.
The wealth of engaging activities in this
App promotes deep learning. The
multi-platform licence is suitable for iPad,
Android tablet, PC and Mac.
YD0127-6 6 tablet licence
YD0127-1 1 tablet licence

Find out about
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Let me play

Apps can be
downloaded from

yellow-door.net/apps

£40*
£15*

Active Listening
The Beat Baby Handbook
By inviting a Beat Baby to be part of
your group, you open up all sorts of
opportunities for meaningful engagement.
Beat Babies are appealing, cuddly creatures
that children form firm bonds with. This
handbook guides you through how to
introduce a Beat Baby, help the children
to get to know them, learn how to care
for them, share them and learn with them.
It comes with a CD containing 49 lively
rhymes, raps and songs that add a further
dimension to exploring social and emotional
development. Book contains 63, A4 pages.
£20
LE3103

Beat Babies
These cute creatures are versatile and will
bring new life to language and emotional
development in your setting or at home.
They hold attention, giving a purposeful
context for improving speaking and
listening, turn taking and positive behaviour.
Yellow Beat Baby and Little Beat Baby are
suitable for all ages and White, Black and
Natural Beat Baby are safe for age 3+.
LE3110B Yellow (22cm)

£12.50*

LE3106 Little (16cm)

£10*

LE3108 Natural (22cm)

£10*

LE3112B Black (22cm)

£10*

LE3111B White (22cm)

£10*

01223 328051
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Emotional Wellbeing
Emotion Stones

Measures 45mm

Recognising facial expressions and
understanding emotions helps children
communicate their own feelings and
empathise with others. This beautifully
crafted set of tactile stones is engraved
with faces showing common emotions:
happy, sad, angry, frightened, worried,
surprised, confused, bored, calm, proud,
shy and embarrassed. Each set includes
twelve pebbles. Age 2+.

BEST
SELLER

YD1021

£20*

See it in action!
yellow-door.net

Jumbo Emotion Stones

Measures 70mm

This set of tactile emotion stones has been
developed especially for young learners.
The set includes eight large stones that
are perfect (and safe) for small hands to
explore. Featuring the four emotions that
young children most readily identify and
experience – happy, sad, surprised and
angry – the set includes two examples of
each feeling so that you can use them for
matching activities. Age 2+.
YD1071
£20*

Draw me

I’ve Got a Feeling App

Memory match
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Puzzle pairs

Understanding and responding appropriately
to the facial expressions of others is key to
children’s developing sense of empathy.
This app provides three engaging and
stimulating games to foster these skills:
Memory match, Draw me and Puzzle pairs.
It has been designed to work alongside our
Emotion Stones. This app is a good way
for children to work together to identify
emotions and talk about different feelings,
and then to take their discussions and play
further with the physical resources.
Available for iPad, Android tablet,
PC and Mac.
YD9006-6 6 tablet licence
£40*
YD9006-1 1 tablet licence
£15*

Emotional Wellbeing
NEW Let’s Roll – Emotions

NEW

These inventive rollers will help children
recognise and talk about the key emotions
they may be experiencing: happy, excited,
sad, worried, calm, and angry. Simply roll
into play dough, clay or sand to make
a body and add a face to complete the
emotion. Each design includes lots of
talking points to help children begin to
express and understand how their face
may look and how their body may feel
when experiencing a particular emotion.
Why not match the emotion to a particular
colour of dough? An engaging way to
develop children’s emotional vocabulary
while also practising fine motor skills.
Made from a durable stone mix which is
easy to clean, each set includes six rollers
measuring 72 x 34mm. Age 2+.
£15*
YD1186

Happy

Worried

Excited
Sad

Angry

Calm

01223 328051
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Emotional Wellbeing

Self-Regulation Stones
These self-regulation stones are designed
to help children express their emotions
when they cannot find the words to do so.
Choosing an image that represents their
emotion will enable them to explore how
they are feeling, what triggered this feeling
and how it can be managed constructively,
or celebrated. Being able to recognise
an emotion and understand it more
fully will enable healthy self-regulation,
support children’s development and their
engagement with others. This set of twelve
stones can also be used for mindfulness
activities and are robust enough for the
outdoors. Stones measure 45mm. Activity
leaflet included. Safe for age 2+.
YD1148
£20*

Exploring my Emotions Kit
Help children explore their feelings and
emotions in an expressive, nurturing way.
This collection will encourage children to
understand that emotions can affect the
whole body and by accepting and naming
emotions, they will learn to self-regulate.
Kit includes:
• Set of 20 double-sided, laminated
A5 activity cards. Each card explores
a different emotional scenario and
encourages children to express
themselves through their facial
expressions and body language. The
cards cover eight emotions: happy, sad,
jealous, angry, anxious, calm, excited
and scared.
• Bags of Buddies – set of eight knitted
friends with feelings! Includes practitioner
guidance for helping children embrace
their emotions, as well as promote
strategies for dealing with them. Buddy
characters are washable and measure
between 105 –120mm wide.
• Set of two responsibly-sourced
beechwood mirrors, perfect for small
hands and faces. Size 100mm.
YD5486
£80*
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Emotional Wellbeing
NEW Kindness Hearts
Made in eight colourful shades, these
kindness hearts will help children recognise
and appreciate kindness, and then show this
to each other. They are a perfect visible way
of saying ‘thank you’ for acts of kindness,
or simply to hold to express gratitude and
discuss the thoughts, actions and words that
make a positive difference. The set includes
16 hearts – two each of eight different
colours. Size 40mm. Age 2+.
£20*
YD1188

NEW

NEW Little People Like Me
These charming, tactile play people have
been designed to represent different
skin tones, helping children identify with
the figures and see themselves in play.
Their minimalistic features and neutral
expressions allow children to attribute any
emotion to them making imaginative play
and storytelling completely open ended.
Made from a durable stone mix and easily
washable, they are perfect companions
for all sorts of adventures, both inside
and outdoors. Set includes ten figures
measuring 50mm high. Age 2+.
YD1172
£22*

NEW

NEW

01223 328051
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Emotional Wellbeing
Finger Fidget Stones
Ideal for occupying busy hands, these
attractive stones have been created to
support children who need some help with
focused attention and concentration. With
three different designs to choose from,
a child can select a stone that they think
they will find helpful to hold or feel in order
to help still their body and mind.
Their discreet natural colours and tactile
nature invite sensory interaction. Each set
includes twelve stones: four each of three
designs. Size 60–75mm. Age 3+.
YD1140
£20*

Sensory Worry Stones
These tactile stones have been designed
to soothe, calm and help children focus.
By holding and rubbing a stone, the child’s
sensory input is occupied, helping to relieve
stress and anxiety, freeing their mind to
focus on the task in front of them. The set
includes twelve stones: two each of six
designs. Age 3+.
YD1118
£20*

Let’s Talk Behaviour!
Drawing on over 30 years’ experience,
Wendy Usher shares practical suggestions
to promote effective communication
and encourage positive behaviour. The
inclusive ideas cover listening skills, using
visual structure, responding to kinaesthetic
learners, recognising emotions and
expressions, supporting anxieties about
separation and attachment, and ideas to
help calm children down.
LE3022 65-page, A4 book
£15

Little People – Sensory Play Set
With a minimalistic design, these charming
little figures still manage to have distinctive
characteristics. They can be sad, happy,
furious, shy, jealous, and any other emotion
in between. The range of colours, sizes and
hairstyles means that the people can be
sorted by a number of criteria. Three sets
of three figures, each set a different colour
(50mm, 60mm and 70mm high). Age 3+.
YD1084 9 figures
£22*
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Emotional Wellbeing
NEW

NEW Sensory Calming Kit
These soothing objects provide sensory
first aid and are perfect for sensory spaces
and calming treasure baskets as they invite
interaction in a gentle way. They can help
children to focus, as simply holding, rubbing
and exploring the different figures and
textures may relieve stress and anxiety.
Kit includes:
l

Match Me – Sensory Leaf Tiles

l

Sensory Stones

l

Sensory Play Sets –
Animal Friends and Little People

l

Finger Fidget Stones

l

Size-Sorting Eggs

l

Threading Pebbles.

YD1184 Age 3+

£155*

NEW

NEW Dealing with Feelings Kit
Sometimes it is just too hard to find the right
words to express how you are feeling but
this kit encourages a very tactile and visual
approach to recognising and exploring
emotions. All these resources open up
creative, playful ways to nurture discussion
and reflection, and can be used with
individuals or in groups.
Kit includes:
l

Let’s Roll – Emotions

l

Kindness Hearts

l

Little People Like Me

l

Self-Regulation Stones

l

Sensory Worry Stones

l

Let’s Talk Behaviour book
Emotion Stones and
Jumbo Emotion Stones.

l

YD1183 Age 3+

£150*

01223 328051
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Emotional Wellbeing

Growing Together
You’re never too old to play! In this practical
book, Lorraine George provides a supportive
guide for early years settings on how to
develop effective community engagement
through intergenerational practice. Old and
young may experience many benefits,
including learning new skills together, feeling
an increased sense of purpose and also a
positive attitude towards the other, while
developing tolerance, emotional intelligence
and social skills. Includes 50 creative activity
ideas. Contains 69, A4 pages.
LE3033
£15

Ready, Steady, Starting School!

NEW

The transition from Reception to Key Stage
1 can be a difficult one. With children
expected to be ‘school ready’, it is important
that settings are prepared to help with
this change or be ‘child ready’. This book
provides effective guidelines on ways in
which to help children move towards being
developmentally ready for more formal
learning. Includes activities for continuous,
enhanced and targeted provision.
LE3032 55-page, A4 book.
£15

NEW Superhero Wooden Characters
This multicultural set of superheroes
consists of three families, of which each
member can be transformed from their
everyday persona to their superhero alter
ego. Several of the adults in the set have
community helper roles, being heroes in
their own right. This engaging set of 15
double-sided figures is guaranteed to
inspire lots of language. Each character
has a 15mm wide, sturdy flat base making
them easy to stand up! They are made
from pine and measure between 47–
115mm high. Age 18m+.
YD0206
£45*
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Words, Sounds & Letters
NEW Let’s Boost…
Letters & Sounds Outdoors Kit

NEW

This bumper selection of tactile stone
resources is perfect for outdoor literacy
provision. All these sets are tough enough
to be used outside and in sand, water, mud,
soil and messy play! Use them across the
setting… on letter treasure hunts,
word-building trails, mark making in sand,
and introduce them in all your outdoor play
set ups to extend the learning. Kit includes:
• Two sets of Alphabet
Word-building Pebbles (100)
• Uppercase Alphabet Pebbles (26)
• Phonics Pebbles (64)
• Rhyming Pebbles (16)
• Feels-Write Lowercase Letter Stones (26)
• Feels-Write Uppercase Letter Stones (26).
YD1175 Age 3+

£275*

Feely Fabric Letters
These letters are made to touch, sort
and have fun with! They are ideal to
enhance children’s letter awareness
and recognition, to support phonics and
alphabet activities and for simple
word-building games. And they are perfect
for pegging on a washing line!
Flexible and appealing, each set includes
a full set of lowercase letters measuring
105–170mm high and comes in a handy
cloth storage bag. Age 3+.
YD1029

£32.50*

Playing with Sounds and Letters App
The attractive pictures, animation and
catchy songs featured in this interactive
app offer an engaging and multisensory
approach to teaching letter sounds and
shapes at the same time.
• Listen to the sound – play the song to
introduce the letter sound and shape.
Move the character around the letter path.
• Look at the shape – play the song
and watch the character form the letter.
Choose an object or pen to write the
letter shape independently.
YD0128-6 6 tablet licence

YD0128-1 1 tablet licence

£40*

Pick a letter

Listen to the sound

£15*

01223 328051
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BEST
SELLER

Welsh phonemes
Alphabet Pebbles
Ideal to be used alongside our tactile
Word-building Trays (see page 71), our
Alphabet Pebbles will appeal to children
who love collecting stones! Each pebble is
engraved and painted with a letter and will
not fade over time or from use across all
environments. Why not take them outside
and use them in sand or water play, or create
a delicious alphabet soup in your mud
kitchen? Pebble size: 30–45mm. Age 2+.

Lowercase Alphabet
YD1000 26 pebbles

Word-building Set
YD1002 50 pebbles

Uppercase Alphabet
YD1009 26 pebbles

£22*
£35*
£22*

NEW Welsh – Supplementary Set
YD1037 8 pebbles

£10*

Letter Recognition App
The simple game play of this app follows
the rules of pelmanism. Turn a pair of
stones over and see if they match. If a pair
is found, they remain face up. If not, they
turn back over. Try to remember what you
saw though as you might need some of
those stones later! This app can be used
alongside our Alphabet Pebbles.
£20*
YD9002-6 6 tablet licence
YD9002-1 1 tablet licence
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Pebble Word-building Trays
These simple yet beautiful wooden trays
are designed to help children learn how to
blend and segment letters to create three
and four letter words in a very tactile way.
Made from sustainably-sourced beech
wood, this natural product is available
individually or as a set of six, making them
ideal for small group use. The 3-Pebble
Word-building Trays are perfect for creating
CVC words and the 4-Pebble Word-building
Trays will enable them to explore CCVC,
CVCC and CVVC words and progress
further with their pre-reading skills. Safe
for children aged 18m+. Alphabet Pebbles
available separately (see page 70).

3-Pebble Word-building Tray
YD1108 Size 192 x 65 x 18mm

3-Pebble Word-building Trays
YD1109 Set of 6

4-Pebble Word-building Tray
YD1116 Size 250 x 65 x 18mm

4-Pebble Word-building Trays
YD1117 Set of 6

£8*
£40*
£10*
£50*

01223 328051
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When used alongside our physical
resources, these apps help create
a unique early learning experience.
I-Spy Initial Sounds App
Have fun being a letter-sound detective
searching for all the objects on the screen
that begin with a chosen sound. Use your
magnifier to look for clues, tap the screen
to hear the words, check your score and
get a reward.
YD9003-6 6 tablet licence
£30*
YD9003-1 1 tablet licence
£12*

Initial Sounds Bubbles App
Who doesn’t like popping bubbles? If it
involves learning about initial sounds at
the same time, so much the better! This
underwater app uses a range of engaging
artwork to illustrate initial word sounds.
Find the right bubbles, watch them pop
and see your score increase. Watch out
for the fishy reward at the end of a game.
YD9004-6 6 tablet licence
£30*
YD9004-1 1 tablet licence
£12*

Find the Rhyme App
Have some seaside fun by dropping
rhyming pebbles into beach buckets. The
appealing illustrations give clues and an
audio prompt is provided if a pebble is
tapped. Watch out for the crabs though
as they’ll soon toss a pebble out if it
does not belong in their bucket! Use with
our Rhyming Pebbles (see below) for a
great multisensory learning experience.
YD9005-6 6 tablet licence
£30*
YD9005-1 1 tablet licence
£12*

Rhyming Pebbles
This set of 16 visually appealing rhyming
stones (eight rhyming pairs) provides a
tactile way to explore common rhyming
families and develop phonemic awareness.
Suitable for use alongside our Find the
Rhyme App, these stones are also a great
learning tool in their own right. The set
comes with two illustrated rhyming pebbles
for each of the following families: -ag, -an,
-ap, -at, -ing, -og, -ot and -ug. Plenty of
opportunities for learning about sounds and
rhymes. Measures 45mm. Age 2+.
YD1102
£20*
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Word-building Pebbles
Ideal for using alongside our literacy apps,
take a hands-on approach to learning letters
with our tactile Word-building Pebbles.
Specially cast from our unique stone and
resin mix, these popular alphabet pebbles
appeal to children’s instinct to explore,
investigate, sort and collect. They are also
durable enough to be used in sand, water
and outdoors. Each pebble is engraved and
painted with a letter and measures between
30–45mm. Contains 50 pebbles. Age 2+.
£35*
YD1002

CVC Word Builder App
Watch the picture appear and hear its name,
then rearrange the pebbles to show the
related CVC word. Watch the tide sweep in
and bring a new game with it. Suitable for
use alongside our Word-building Set of
pebbles. Play the virtual game and then
take the ‘real’ pebbles out to the sandpit
or water tray!
YD9008-6 6 tablet licence
£30*
YD9008-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

Match and Catch Middle Sound App
Dancing crabs and a surprising seagull
make learning about medial sounds lots
of fun! By helping the crabs move across
the screen, you can catch the correct
letter-sound pebble to complete the given
word. Try and set a record for the highest
number of words completed in a given
time. Ideal for use alongside our Jumbo
Alphabet Pebbles (see page 74) and
Word-building Set (see above).
YD9009-6 6 tablet licence
£30*
YD9009-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

Final Sounds Fish App
You can find all sorts of creatures in the
sea, but our letter fish are pretty special!
With their help, children can learn more
about the nature of final sounds in CVC
words. Choose a fish and give it a tap. If
it’s the correct final sound, watch the fish
leap into a ring to complete the word.
Ideal for use alongside our Alphabet and
Word-building Pebbles.
YD9010-6 6 tablet licence
£30*
YD9010-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

All apps above available for iPad, Android
tablet, PC & Mac.

Apps can be
downloaded from

yellow-door.net/apps

01223 328051
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Jumbo Pebbles – Lowercase Alphabet
Our Jumbo Pebbles are perfect for little
hands to explore and play with. Made
from our unique stone mix, each pebble is
engraved and painted with a letter, making
them highly appealing and tactile. These
larger stones measure between 60–73mm,
making them ideal for all sorts of early
learning activities – and big enough to
find and collect in afterwards! Children will
enjoy collecting, sorting and transporting
them, as well as using them for all sorts of
literacy activities. They are durable for use
throughout all early years settings, so use
them indoors and outdoors, bury them in the
sand or sink them in the water tray! Suitable
for children aged 2+.
YD1035
£32.50*

Feels-Write Lowercase Letter Stones
Before children can acquire a fluent and
comfortable handwriting style they need
to develop fine motor control and an
understanding of the basic letter shapes.
Starting at the green dot, children will enjoy
tracing each letter shape with their finger
– over and over again – building important
motor-memory skills. Set of 26 letter stones
measuring between 75–135mm. Age 3+.
YD1028
£55*

Feels-Write Uppercase Letter Stones
Helping children to form uppercase letters
correctly is something that may easily be
overlooked. These tactile stones offer an
engaging, multisensory way for them to
practise the correct letter formation. They
can be used in outdoor, messy and sensory
play, and will support all sorts of sequencing
and alphabetical ordering activities. Use
them alongside the lowercase set for
matching activities. Each set contains 26
letter stones (102–125mm). Age 3+.
YD1062
£65*
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Phonics Pebbles
Ideal for introducing letters and their sounds,
these tactile pebbles are durable for use in
sand and water. Cast from a unique resin
and stone mix, each pebble is engraved with
a grapheme and measures 30–45mm. The
set contains 64 pebbles covering the 44
phonemes from Phases Two and Three of
Letters and Sounds, plus the most common
alternative spellings from Phase Five. Age 2+.
YD1012
£45*

Set 1

Tricky Word Pebbles Set 1
Take a tactile approach to tricky words!
Made from an innovative stone mix, each
pebble is engraved with a high-frequency
word. Including 63 pebbles (45–55mm), this
set is a visual and highly tactile resource
that enables children to touch, feel and
remember the words they are learning.
The pebbles are colour-coded into five
groups so that they can be easily matched
to phases 2–5 of Letters and Sounds. The
robust pebbles can be used indoors and
outdoors, and during both structured play
and independent learning. Age 3+.
YD1043
£55*

Set 2

Tricky Word Pebbles Set 2
This set of 64 pebbles can be used
alongside or independently of Tricky
Word Pebbles Set 1. Made from the same
unique stone mix, each pebble is engraved
and painted with a high-frequency word,
moving beyond those found in Set 1 and
incorporating those common exception
words from the Year Two National
Curriculum list. Measuring between
45–80mm, these stones offer a tactile way
for independent practice and opportunities
for assessment. Age 3+.
YD1044
£55*

01223 328051
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Fine Motor Skills
These robust
rollers are perfect
for use in play
dough or clay to
create hands-on
habitats! Children
can experiment using different
amounts of pressure and rolling in
different ways (away, towards and
across their body midline). This
will strengthen their hand muscles
and hone their fine motor skills,
while creating tactile patterns and
beautiful works of art. Made from
our durable stone mix, each set
contains six rollers each measuring
72 x 34mm. Safe for age 2+.
Let’s Roll – Garden Bugs
Count the bees on the honeycomb, match
the ladybirds to flowers and tell stories of
what is happening close by when you look
carefully. The set includes: butterfly and
meadow, bee and honeycomb, spider and
web, ladybird and flowers, caterpillar and
branch, grasshopper and grass.
YD1154
£15*

Let’s Roll – Pond Life
Count the frogs and the lily pads, hide the
fish in the weeds, see how the dragonfly
darts through the rushes. The set includes:
frog and lily pads, fish and weeds, duck and
pond, kingfisher and perch, pond skater and
duckweed, dragonfly and bulrushes.
YD1157
£15*

Let’s Roll rollers are
robust and beautifully
made for small hands and
creative minds. Affordable,
delightful and a great
example of ‘less is more’.
ERA 2021 Judges’ comments
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Let’s Roll – Ocean Life
You will soon be making waves as you roll
into play dough or clay and use the stamps
to bring the water to life with a variety of
sea creatures. Count the dolphins diving
in the water, follow the fish through the
bubbles and create tactile story adventures
for the whole cast of characters! The set
includes: dolphin and waves, turtle and
coral, fish and bubbles, seahorse and
seagrass, shark and fish, octopus and cave.
YD1156
£15*

Let’s Roll – Forest Friends
Count the rabbits in the burrow, hide the
squirrel in the tree trunk and help the spider
weave its web, while developing fine motor
control. Children can experiment using
different amounts of pressure and rolling in
different ways – away, towards and across
their body midline. The set includes: bird
and tree, bat and wood, moth and fern,
squirrel and tree trunk, snail and leaves,
rabbit and burrow.
YD1155
£15*

I am always looking at
ways for children to play
and encourage steps towards
meeting the Early Learning
Goals. Using these rollers in my
classroom has developed the
children’s physical development,
expressive arts and design and
encouraged conversations linked
to understanding of the world.
They have been a great
addition to our resources!
Anna, Early Years Teacher

See it in action!
yellow-door.net
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Natural Threading Frames
Made from sustainably-sourced birch
plywood, the three lightweight wooden
frames in this set are easy to manipulate
as children explore threading the holes with
a variety of lacing materials. Use wool,
laces, string or ribbons to create colourful
compositions. Such enjoyable activities
are excellent for helping children to develop
hand–eye coordination, dexterity and
concentration skills. External frame
diameters: 210mm, 140mm and 70mm.
Age 18m+.
YD1137
£25*

Natural Weaving Frames
These simple, notched rectangular frames
are a versatile weaving resource. Simply
add a variety of wool, laces, ribbons or
string to create mini-tapestries of colour
and texture. An enjoyable way for children
to practise their fine motor skills, the
frames can be combined with natural
materials to display their collections or
create transient art. Made from
sustainably-sourced wood, each set
includes two frames and are safe for use
with children aged 18m+. External frame
dimensions: 255 x 184mm, 186 x 116mm.
YD1136
£25*

Threading Pebbles
Children will develop hand–eye coordination,
as well as early counting, sorting and
pattern-making skills, as they thread and
sequence the stones by shape, colour and
texture. Set includes 16 threading pebbles,
plus two chunky laces. Age 2+.
YD1097 Size 40mm
£20*

See it in action!
yellow-door.net
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NEW Let’s Boost…
Fine Motor Skills Kit
This comprehensive collection of resources
and tools gives children the opportunity
to practise threading, weaving, sorting,
interlocking, tracing, stamping and rolling.
All these skills are vital for developing
muscles in little hands. Improve fine motor
skills and motivate children as they begin
their mark-making journey! Kit includes:
l

Let’s Roll – Garden Bugs, Forest
Friends, Ocean Life and Pond Life

l

Count & Thread Stones

l

Threading Kebabs

l

Threading Pebbles

l

Interlocking Sensory Stones

l

Feels-Write Pre-Writing Stones

l

Weaving Frames

l

Threading Frames

l

On Your Marks – essential guide to mark
making and early writing.

YD1177 Age 3+

NEW

£245*

NEW

NEW Dough Discoveries Kit
Play dough has become an essential
resource in many early years settings and
schools for developing creative learning and
fine motor skills. This kit includes the awardwinning Let’s Roll dough rollers, alongside a
range of investigative play stone resources
that give lots to talk about and discover.
They create the most amazing imprints for
even the smallest of hands. As they roll,
stamp, press, shape and create, they will
develop strong hand and finger muscles
ready for future mark-making and writing
success! Kit includes:
l

Let’s Roll – Garden Bugs, Forest Friends,
Ocean Life, Pond Life

l

Let’s Investigate – Fossils, Farmyard,
Woodland and Safari Footprints.

YD1185 Age 2+

£140*

01223 328051
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Fine Motor Skills
Blending tactile, natural-feel
resources with the touch-screen
technology of apps provides a
unique learning experience for
children gaining key literacy skills.
Feels-Write Pre-Writing Stones
Ideal for pre-writing activities, these tactile
stones will help children to build their fine
motor skills and the language to talk about
shapes and patterns. Each stone is
carefully engraved to provide important
sensory feedback. The set includes twelve
stones measuring between 95–120mm and
an activity leaflet. Age 3+.
£40*
YD1066

Pre-writing

Pre-Writing App
This literacy app targets key skills in early
writing and fine motor control. It features
the marks used on our Feels-Write
Pre-Writing Stones. Children will enjoy
seeing the pattern created by the fish
swimming across the pool, they can then
follow the trail with their finger and watch
their mark appear as they match the pattern.
YD9000-6 6 tablet licence
£20*
YD9000-1 1 tablet licence

£8*

Feels-Write Number Stones
Forming numerals correctly can often be
as much of a struggle as forming letters.
Take a hands-on approach with this set of
ten tactile number stones (0–9). Featuring
helpful start points, they will encourage
children to practise formation and build
confidence. Made from a durable mix, the
stones can be used throughout a setting,
including outside. Individual stones
measure between 120–135mm. Age 3+.
YD1032
£32.50*

Number Formation App

Number Formation

Following on from our successful Letter
Formation App, this innovative number app
is an inviting way to support young children
learning about numbers and how to form
them. Choose a number from 1–20, watch
a helpful insect draw it in the sand and
hear the number spoken. Now try to draw
the number in its track, watching your
own trail form. Choose a new number or
activate the tide to come in and wash
your attempt away and try again. Teacher
options provide the facility to select what
the user hears and which numbers they can
access for more focused work. Use with our
Feels-Write Number Stones for a complete
multisensory experience, blending physical
and digital learning.
YD9007-6 6 tablet licence
£20*
YD9007-1 1 tablet licence
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Letter Formation

Letter Formation App
This fantastic early writing app will help
children gain confidence in their learning of
letter formation. They can choose a letter
and watch a helpful bug make the shape in
the sand, then draw over its track and see
how closely they can follow the trail. To try
again or choose a different letter, they can
activate the foamy tide to clear the sand
for another go! Teacher options help match
the activities to the needs of the child.
Use with our Feels-Write Letter Stones for
a truly multisensory learning experience.
YD9001-6 6 tablet licence
£30*
YD9001-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

Feels-Write Lowercase Letter Stones
Before children can acquire a fluent and
comfortable handwriting style they need
to develop fine motor control and an
understanding of the basic letter shapes.
Starting at the green dot, children will
enjoy tracing each letter shape with their
finger – over and over again – building
important motor-memory skills. Set of
26 letter stones measuring between
75–135mm. Age 3+.
YD1028
£55*

Feels-Write Uppercase Letter Stones
Helping children to form uppercase letters
correctly is something that may easily be
overlooked. These tactile stones offer an
engaging, multisensory way for them to
practise the correct letter formation.
They can be used in outdoor, messy and
sensory play, and will support all sorts
of sequencing and alphabetical ordering
activities. Use them alongside the
lowercase set for matching activities.
Each set contains 26 letter stones
(102–125mm). Age 3+.
YD1062
£65*

01223 328051
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On Your Marks!
This practical book will help children on
their journey from mark making to early
writing. Michael Jones explores the key role
that talking and language development play
in helping children to become capable and
confident as emergent writers. The book
provides plenty of tried-and-tested ideas to
help children develop key competencies.
These include gross and fine motor control,
visual scanning, recognition of shapes,
patterns and direction, and a comfortable
pencil grip. 50-page, A4 book.
LE3028

£15

Handwriting Kits
Handwriting is a life skill and developing
the correct grip right from the start has
long-term and lasting benefits. With clear
photographic demonstrations, practical
advice and activities, these kits will give
you the confidence to nurture young
children at the early stages of mark
making, to support left-handers or help
older children who may be struggling
with their handwriting. Written by an
experienced Occupational Therapist, each
kit includes ten double-sided, laminated
activity cards and ten pencil grips (five
different types).

Start Write!
YD5490

Left, Write!
YD5491
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Early Maths
NEW Let’s Roll – Number Frames
Children will love using these ingenious
rollers to create tactile images in play
dough, clay or sand, providing lots of
opportunity to explore and engage with
number in a playful way.

NEW

Ideal to create 1–5 or 1–10 frames for
simple counting, or to make attractive
scenes that can roll on and on! As they roll
and stamp, children will be encouraged
to ask questions and extend their maths
vocabulary.
The set includes 6 versatile designs: two
traditional number grids; two vertical frames
– a beanstalk and stepping stones; and two
horizontal frames – bird boxes and train
carriages. Made from a durable stone mix
which is easy to clean, each set includes six
rollers measuring 72 x 34mm. Age 2+.
YD1187

£15*

NEW Number Frame Collection
These wooden number frames invite children
to explore number patterns through tactile,
visual learning. They are fantastic tools for
developing early counting, number bonds and
subitising skills – simply add your favourite
counters or collect natural materials from
outside! The trays can be used independently
or combined to explore how numbers relate
to each other. Made from sustainablysourced beech wood. Kit includes:
l

10-Frame Tray

l

Domino 10-Frame Tray

l

1,2,3,4,5-Frame Tray Set.

YD1182 Age 18m+

NEW

£75*

See it in action!
yellow-door.net
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10-Frame Tray
This specially designed wooden tray will help
children to develop an early understanding
of counting, addition and subtraction in a
highly visual and tactile way. Children can
explore, learn and practise number bonds
to 10 using real objects that attract their
interest. Counters not included. Age 18m+.
YD1081 Size 380 x 155 x 20mm £22.50*

1,2,3,4,5-Frame Tray Set
As a set, these five beautiful wooden trays
show clearly how numbers increase in size.
Use them with counters to explore what
number bonds can be created on a single
tray. Combine trays to explore how numbers
relate to each other and can be presented
as arrays. Largest tray size: 380 x 80 x 20mm.
Smallest tray size: 75 x 80 x 20mm. Made
from responsibly-sourced beech wood.
Two-Tone Counting Stones available
separately (see page 85). Age 18m+.
YD1090
£32*

5-Frame Tray
Designed to be used both in conjunction
with and independently from our 10-Frame
Tray. This 5-frame version allows children
to explore counting, number patterns
to five, related addition and subtraction
facts, and, in the process, increase
their mathematical understanding.
Size: 380 x 80 x 20mm. Counters not
included. Age 18m+.
£10*
YD1089
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NEW

NEW Tactile Array Stones
This appealing set of 15 counting stones
displays irregular number arrays from 1 to
5, using three different patterns of indented
circles to represent each number. The
tactile nature of the stones means they are
perfect for sensory maths investigations
and can be used outdoors, including in
water, sand and mud. The stones will help
children with counting, number recognition,
learning that numbers can be represented
in a range of ways, subitising, and number
bonds. Contains 15 stones in three shades,
measuring approx 55mm. Age 2+.
YD1194

£25*

Tactile Counting Stones
This robust set of counting stones displays
number arrays from 1 to 10, using a
pattern of indented circles to represent
the relevant number. The stones will help
children with counting, number recognition,
learning the different ways to represent
numbers, subitising and number bonds,
among other early maths concepts. Made
from our unique stone and resin mix, these
stones can be used across a variety of
environments, including in water and sand.
Their tactile nature means they are perfect
for sensory maths investigations.
They are also ideal for use with our Number
Pebbles (see page 88) and alongside our
10-Frame Tray (see page 84). Contains 20
stones (2 sets of 1–10 stones) measuring
between 80–85mm in length. Age 3+.
YD1092

£32.50*

Two-Tone Counting Stones
This invitingly smooth set of 20
double-sided stones is ideal for counting,
pattern making, number bonds and sorting,
among other maths concepts. These
durable counters are made from a stone
and resin mix and can be used outside,
in water and sand. They are ideal for use
with our Frame Trays), which support
sequencing activities and an understanding
of number arrays.
Set contains 20 two-tone stones measuring
45mm in diameter and 10mm at the thickest
point. Age 2+.
YD1093

£20*

01223 328051
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1–10 Natural Number Stacker
This inviting number stacker will be a
valuable resource to teach early number
concepts by helping children to make
connections between numbers to ten.
The bases measure 50mm and show
four different representations for each
number: numeral, standard 1–5 dice array,
random dot array and 10-frame pattern.
Great to support early number sense and
counting, children will be able to clearly
see the quantity or ‘howmanyness’ of each
number, subitise through different patterns,
1:1 counting, 1 more/1 less and difference.
Made from sustainably-sourced beech
wood, each set includes ten number posts
(60–170mm) and 55 rings. Age 18m+.
YD1133
£50*

NEW Maths Mastery Collection –
Developing Number Sense

NEW

NOW INCLUDES DOMINO 10-FRAME TRAY
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Mastery has become a popular phrase in
maths in recent years, but supporting this
approach appropriately in the early years
may not always be clear. This collection
of tactile resources has been created to
help children develop strong mathematical
foundations in an engaging and
age-appropriate way. Focusing on number
and counting, the resources enable young
learners to enjoy exploring number,
making connections and engaging in deep
mathematical thinking. Each kit contains:
Domino 10-Frame Tray, 10-Frame Tray,
1,2,3,4,5-Frame Tray Set, 5-Frame Tray,
1–10 Natural Number Stacker, Two-Tone
Counting Stones, Tactile Counting Stones,
Number Pebbles (Number Bonds to 10). A
comprehensive 24-page booklet of helpful
guidance and activity ideas, written by early
years maths specialist Cath Gripton, is also
included. Suitable for children aged 3+.
£199*
YD1141

Early Maths

Natural Counting Log
Pick up sticks and start counting!
This beautifully simple wooden log has
equal-sized holes which will encourage
children to count out the correct number
of sticks from a pile, and then count in the
correct number for each section. When
placed correctly in the sections, children
can easily see the difference between the
numbers (cardinality). Each side of the log
shows a slightly different range of numerals
(1–10 on one side and 0–9 on the other),
making it helpful to teach number order and
the value of zero. Made from beech wood,
the log measures 465mm, includes 60
sticks (60mm), and is a delight to touch and
play with. Safe for children aged 18m+.
YD1160
£45*

Domino 10-Frame Tray
This appealing wooden tray offers a
different representation of a 10-frame,
enabling children to explore number patterns
to 10 in new ways. Divided into two identical
halves, the familiar dice layout for 5 helps
them subitise and develop early counting
and number bonds skills in a fun, tactile
and highly visual way. Use one tray to
explore numbers up to 10 or combine two
trays for numbers up to 20. Ideal to use
with our Two-Tone Counting Stones (see
page 85) or natural resources. Made from
sturdy beech. Size: 315 x 160mm. Safe for
children aged 18m+.
YD1164
£22.50*

01223 328051
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Jumbo Pebbles – Number Bonds to 10
Our Jumbo Pebbles are perfect for little
hands to explore and play with. Made
from our unique stone mix, each pebble
is engraved and painted with a numeral,
making them highly appealing and tactile.
The set includes two each of the numerals
0 –10. These large stones measure
between 60–75mm, making them ideal for
early learning activities and are big enough
to find and collect in afterwards! Children
will enjoy collecting, sorting and matching
them, as well as using them for all sorts of
number-related activities. They are durable
for use throughout all early years settings,
indoors and outdoors: bury them in the
sand or sink them in the water tray! Age 2+.
YD1036

£32.50*

Number Pebbles
Appealing to children’s natural instincts to
sort and collect, these tactile pebbles can
be used in sand, water and investigative
play. Cast from a unique mix including
real stone, each pebble is engraved and
painted with a numeral and measures
between 30 – 45mm. They are durable and
weatherproof, so are ideal for use outdoors
and will not fade over time. Age 2+.

Number Bonds to 10
YD1010 22 pebbles

£22*

Sum-building Set
This larger Sum-building Set contains both
number and operation pebbles, creating a
playful way to introduce children to sums.
It includes two of numbers 0–20, +, -, =,
and one each of x and ÷.
YD1011 50 pebbles
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£35*

Early Maths

See it in action!
yellow-door.net

Count & Thread Stones
These appealing tactile stones and soft
chunky laces offer many enjoyable ways to
develop recognition of shape and number,
as well as improving fine motor skills. Sort
the stones by colour and shape (circle,
square, hexagon), then count, order and
thread them together. Shapes can also be
matched by the number of holes or threaded
to create sequences with a missing number.
Contains 15 stones and three laces. Stones
measure 50mm. Safe for age 2+.
YD1144
£20*

0–20 Early Mastery Number Trays
These trays will enable children to build a
strong sense of number. They support the
maths mastery approach of exploring and
demonstrating using objects and numerals to
enrich learning and deepen understanding.
Children will enjoy collecting and counting
natural resources and objects in these
tactile trays. Ideal for exploring number
bonds and mathematical language of more
than and less than. Set includes two base
trays and twelve numerals (including
2 x zero and 2 x one). Each base tray
measures 240 x 120mm and each
numeral block is 70 x 100mm. Made from
responsibly-sourced birch wood. Age 3+.
YD5485
£85*

01223 328051
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Ladybug Counting Stones
Develop early mathematical skills with
these attractive Ladybug stones. Durable
and weatherproof, they can be used to
explore counting to 20, subitising, odd
and even numbers, and addition and
subtraction. Bury them in a tray filled with
leaves and twigs or scatter them around
the edge of an outdoor nature area. Each
set includes two each of 0–10 (22 Ladybugs)
Ladybugs measure 50mm. Age 2+.
YD1027
£22*

Ladybug Counting Cards
Designed for use alongside our Ladybugs,
these activity cards encourage children to
develop early maths skills. The photographic
images will inspire much talk as children
explore early number through matching,
counting, ordering, odd and even numbers,
and number bonds/pairs. Each set includes
16 plastic cards measuring 275 x 210mm.
YD1063
£17.50*

Count, Match and Order App
This app is packed with activities and will
keep children busy as bees as they count,
match and order the appealing bugs that
feature in the three games. Count the
insects in a range, or in regular and irregular
arrays. Match the bugs to the different
ways of representing the number shown.
Order the bugs in ascending or descending
sequences. Lots of game play that children
can enjoy independently or alongside our
physical Ladybug and Honey Bee resources.
There are two levels in each game, enabling
progressive learning, and different options
can be set for chosen numbers 0–10, array
types, matching options and timer use to
extend the challenge. Available for iPad,
Android tablet, PC and Mac.
YD9018-6 6 tablet licence
£40*
YD9018-1 1 tablet licence
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£15*

Early Maths

Honey Bee Number Stones
This set of busy bees will help children to
develop an understanding of numbers and
apply this knowledge in different contexts.
They can be used for a range of learning
opportunities, including recognising the
numerals shown on the bees’ backs and
relating these to groups of objects, reinforcing
the idea of number. Explore number
sequences and odd and even numbers,
along with addition, subtraction and number
bonds to 10. Set includes two each of 1–10
honey bee stones. Size: 50mm. Age 2+.
YD1094
£22*

Honey Bee Early Number Cards
Designed to be used with our Honey Bee
Number Stones, these engaging activity
cards provide an exciting way to help
children develop early number skills. The
vibrant photographic backgrounds invite
children’s involvement, with the discussion
generated covering numerals from 1–10, the
concept of number and how numbers can
be represented. Made from plastic, each
set includes 16 cards. Size: 275 x 210mm.
YD1095
£17.50*

See it in action!
yellow-door.net

Number Patterns and Bonds App
Children will be challenged to develop
their addition, subitising and number skills
for number bonds to 10. The attractive
graphics, instant feedback and entertaining
rewards will help engage children with
foundational maths concepts. Three
games for children to enjoy independently
or alongside our physical Ladybug and
Honey Bee resources. There are two levels
in each game, enabling progression, and
different settings offer a choice of numbers
(0–10), array design, pattern match, order
and timing. Available for iPad, Android
tablet, PC and Mac.
YD9019-6 6 tablet licence
£40*
YD9019-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

01223 328051
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Natural Sorting Tray
The nine sections arranged in a 3 x 3 array
are perfect to help children sort according
to particular criteria, such as size, shape,
number, colour or pattern. Equally, it offers
plenty of opportunity for more open-ended
investigations. Measures 230 x 230 x 20mm.
Counters not included. Age 18m+.
YD1080
£22.50*

Sorting Stones
A flexible resource with great child appeal,
Sorting Stones offer the opportunity to
explore colour, shape and pattern in a
variety of contexts, including sand, water
and small world play. Each set includes
20 stones, with five bug body shapes –
circle, square, rectangle, triangle and
hexagon, in four colours – red, blue, yellow
and green. Age 2+.
YD1023 Size 40–45mm
£22*

Sorting Stones App
This appealing app includes three games
to help children practise their sorting
and matching skills. The range of games
encourages children to explore matching
and sorting one criterion – shape, colour
or size – before progressing to two
attributes for a greater challenge. Teacher
options enable game settings to be fixed
depending on the mathematical focus
or the ability of the user. Lots of game
play that children can enjoy independently
or alongside our physical Sorting Stones.
Available for iPad, Android tablet, PC
and Mac, and can be downloaded from
our website.
YD9021-6 6 tablet licence
£40*
YD9021-1 1 tablet licence
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£15*

Early Maths

Categories Attribute Stones
Children will love to sort and classify this
beautiful collection of stone cats. Designed
to be simple and appealing, the set offers
several different ways to categorise,
including body colour, and ear, eye and tail
types. Children will enjoy observing and
discussing the similarities and differences,
developing descriptive vocabulary and
exploring maths skills, including sorting
and patterning, as they do so. Each set
includes 16 tactile cats (eight matching
pairs) measuring 50mm. Age 2+.
YD1139
£22*

Threading Pebbles
These tactile threading pebbles invite
sensory play. Develop early counting,
sorting and pattern-making skills, as well
as hand–eye coordination as children
sort and sequence the stones by shape,
colour and texture. Each set includes 16
threading pebbles in four different shapes,
shades and textures, plus two chunky
laces. Pebbles measure 40mm. Laces
measure 180mm. Age 2+.
YD1097
£20*

01223 328051
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Natural Sorting Stones
Children love stones! This tactile set of
smooth stones will inspire children’s natural
curiosity as they explore and sort. They are
very appealing to small hands and robust
enough to be used in a variety of settings,
indoors and outside. Children will enjoy
sorting by colour, ordering by size, stacking
and matching. Set includes twelve stones
in three different sizes and four colours.
Largest stone measures 80mm. Age 2+.
YD1039

£17.50*

Little People – Sensory Play Set
With a minimalistic design, these charming
little figures still manage to have distinctive
characteristics. They can be sad, happy,
furious, shy, jealous, and any other
emotion in between. The range of colours,
sizes and hairstyles means that the people
can be sorted by a number of criteria.
Three sets of three figures, each set a
different colour (50mm, 60mm and 70mm
high). Age 3+.
YD1084 9 figures

£22*

24 Figures

Little People – Bumper Play Set
Four sets of six figures, each set a
different colour and includes two of each
size (50mm, 60mm and 70mm high). Age 3+.
YD1085 24 figures
£50*

Size-Sorting Eggs
These wonderfully tactile eggs will help
develop comparison and sorting skills as
children sort the eggs by size and weight.
Children will love exploring the different
sizes and feeling the relative weights of the
eggs in their hands. Contains eight eggs
measuring between 40–75mm high. Age 3+.
£27.50*
YD1088
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Early Maths
Natural Wood Trays
Beautifully made from beech, these tactile
and versatile natural wood trays are
instantly appealing to young investigators.
They are ideal for all kinds of collecting,
counting, sorting and loose parts activities.
Their sections are just waiting to be filled
with treasures to display and explore!
Safe for children aged 18m+.

Flower Tray (7 sections)
YD1162 Size 234mm

Tinker Tray (9 sections)
YD1163 Size 234mm

£22.50*
£22.50*

Natural Sorting Counters
Ideal for use with our Natural Wood Trays,
these unusual counters will appeal to
children’s senses and encourage exploration.
Made from Tagua nuts that have been
shaped, polished and coloured, they are
an intriguing resource for sorting activities.
This is a natural product, so size and
quantity may vary. Use under supervision.
YD5369 250g bag

£11*

Part, Part, Whole Tray
This hand-crafted beech wood tray enables
children to explore the part-part-whole
concept (one of the models widely used
to teach Singapore Maths). It uses the
‘cherry model’ to clearly show how a
whole can be split into two parts, each
part being smaller than the whole. It will
be a springboard to developing essential
maths questioning skills and vocabulary,
building a solid understanding of the
relationship between a number and its
component parts. The different sections
will enable children to focus on a range of
objects or counters without them rolling
away! Measures 300 x 250mm. Age 3+.
YD5487
£35*

01223 328051
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Feels-Write Number Stones
Forming numerals correctly can often be
as much of a struggle as forming letters.
Take a hands-on approach with this set of
ten tactile number stones (0–9). Featuring
helpful start points they will encourage
children to practise formation and build
confidence. Starting at the green dot and
guided by the subtle formation arrows,
children will enjoy tracing the number
shape with their finger, building important
motor-memory skills. Made from a durable
mix, the stones can be used throughout a
setting, including outside. Individual stones
measure between 120–135mm. Age 3+.
YD1032
£32.50*

Number Formation App
Following on from our successful Letter
Formation App, this innovative number app
is an inviting way to support young children
learning about numbers and how to form
them. Choose a number from 1–20, watch
a helpful insect draw it in the sand, and
hear the number spoken. Now try to draw
the number in its track, watching your own
trail form. Choose a new number or
activate the tide to come in and wash
your attempt away and try again. Teacher
options provide the facility to select what
the user hears and which numbers they
can access for more focused work. Use
with our Feels-Write Number Stones for a
complete multisensory experience,
blending physical and digital learning.
All apps are available for iPad, Android
tablet, PC and Mac, and can be downloaded
from our website.
£20*
YD9007-6 6 tablet licence
YD9007-1 1 tablet licence

£8*

Apps can be
downloaded from

yellow-door.net/apps

Feely Fabric Numbers 0–9
Number work has never been so appealing
as with these luxurious, soft-touch fabric
numerals. They are perfect for all sorts of
identifying, matching, ordering and sorting
activities to support children’s early steps
with number. They are made from two
different fabrics, adding an extra sensory
dimension when sorting odd and even
numbers. Great for group work and for
pegging on a washing line! Each set includes
ten numerals from 0–9 contained in a useful
cloth storage bag. 160mm high. Age 3+.
YD1061
£20*
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Early Maths
NEW

NEW Let’s Boost…
Early Maths Outdoors Kit
All these resources work well
independently or alongside each other
and other natural materials, encouraging
a range of collecting, counting and
comparing activities. Important maths
language will be inspired as children
naturally play, problem solve and
investigate number, shape and measures.
Kit includes:
l

Jumbo Number Pebbles, Tactile Counting
Stones, Feels-Write Number Stones

l

Size-Sorting Eggs

l

Sorting Stones

l

Ladybug Counting Stones
& Counting Cards

l

Honey Bee Number Stones
& Early Number Cards

l

Dinosaur Match and Measure Bones
& Activity Cards

l

Let’s Talk About Maths – exciting ideas
to develop children’s maths language.

YD1176 Age 3+

£285*

Let’s Talk About Maths!
This engaging book provides over 40
practical ideas to support children’s
growing understanding of all aspects of
mathematics through real-life situations.
It has been written for everyone working
with children from twelve months to five
years, or older children with additional
needs, including EAL.
LE3020 52-page, A4 book
£15

01223 328051
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Dinosaur Bones Match and Measure

BEST
SELLER

Perfect for budding palaeontologists, these
bones are just waiting to be discovered!
Bury them in sand, soil or even water, they
will instantly appeal to children’s instincts
to explore, investigate, sort, collect and
measure. Children will delight in discussing
their discoveries, so this set provides the
perfect opportunity to develop and practise
the descriptive language of measurement.
The set includes 16 bones – two of each size:
6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20cm. Age 3+.
YD1033
£30*

Dinosaur Bones Match and Measure
Activity Cards
Specially designed to use alongside the
Dinosaur Bones, these exciting and
engaging activity cards encourage children
to match, count, compare, order and
measure the bones they discover. Each
set includes 16 durable plastic cards
measuring 275 x 210mm.
YD1034
£17.50*

See it in action!
yellow-door.net

Match and Measure App
This maths app really measures up! Based
on our bestselling dinosaur bones, three
games develop comparing, estimating and
measuring skills. Beginning with direct
comparisons, the games progress to
non-standard and standard measurements
as the bones are used in different ways
to consolidate and extend children’s
mathematical understanding. Children will
have lots of fun uncovering the bones in
the sand and learning how to compare and
measure in different ways.
This app can be enjoyed alongside the
physical Match and Measure resources or
independently of them. Available for iPad,
Android tablet, PC and Mac.
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YD9020-6 6 tablet licence

£40*

YD9020-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

Pre-coding

Pre-coding practice
Pre-coding Penguin Stones
These penguins will develop the use
of directional and positional language,
problem solving, pattern making, logical
thinking, matching and sequencing
skills. Once children are secure with
the physical skills of ordering and
manoeuvring, they will have the confidence
to apply the same skills in more abstract
ways with early coding and digital
interfaces. Used alongside our engaging
Pre-coding Activity Cards, they will provide
challenge and nurture children’s thinking
skills. Contains 18 penguins: four of each
directional arrow and two without arrows.
Safe for age 2+.
YD1110 Size 48mm
£22*

Pre-coding Penguin Activity Cards
Set of 16 durable cards designed to be
used with our Penguin Stones.
YD1111 Size 275 x 210mm
£17.50*

Match me

Maze game

See it in action!
yellow-door.net

Pre-coding Penguins App
Featuring matching games, mazes, pattern
making activities and a fascinating penguin
facts section, this app will help children
to develop specific thinking and language
skills. A fantastic way for children to
practise their use and understanding of
directional and positional language, which
are key skills for early coding and logical
thinking. Available for iPad, Android tablet,
PC and Mac, and can be downloaded from
our website.
YD9017-6 6 tablet licence
£50*
YD9017-1 1 tablet licence

Penguin facts

Pattern making

£20*

01223 328051
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EYFS Apps
We have now developed 26 delightful and
engaging apps for young learners growing up
in a digital world. The immersive new Sensory
Worlds app will engage the youngest, while other
apps secure literacy and numeracy skills. Each
title is designed to offer seamless play between
a child’s physical and digital world with familiar
graphics and objects used in both environments.
Digital table versions are usually sold as a
complete collection of all 26 apps and installed
by technology resellers.

Woodland

NEW

Rockpool

Garden
NEW Sensory Worlds App: Woodland, Rock Pool, Garden
Be transported into three soothing natural
worlds that invite interaction, curiosity and
discussion. The gently rippling rock pool
comes alive to touch as crabs scuttle,
jellyfish pulse and anemones wave. As you
clear the forest floor, snails slide, ladybirds
fly and treasure is revealed. Collect apples,
discover wildlife and find out what else is
waiting to be uncovered as you take a gentle
wander round the garden. Each environment
can be explored as a live picture with
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subjects that can be selected to see how
they respond, including photographic images
and realistic sound effects. There is also a
magnifier function to encourage the children
to really see the detail and investigate
further. This app has been designed to
complement our tactile sensory resources
but can be enjoyed independently.
YD9024-6 6 tablet licence
YD9024-1 1 tablet licence

EYFS Apps
Learn early maths skills: sorting,
counting, matching, ordering,
number patterns and bonds,
comparing, measuring, logical
thinking and problem solving.

These apps celebrate and extend the very
best features of our physical resources,
as they encourage children to explore,
investigate and deepen their understanding of
maths in a hands-on way. Allowing children to
explore at their own level and gain confidence
in their own learning, instant feedback and

rewards keep children
playfully engaged and enable
self-correction. Activities
can be set at different
levels, catering for different
needs and encouraging
progressive learning.

Pre-coding Penguins App
YD9017-6 6 tablet licence £50* | YD9017-1 1 tablet licence £20*

Sorting Stones App

Match and Measure App

YD9021-6 6 tablet licence £40* |YD9021-1 1 tablet licence £15*

YD9020-6 6 tablet licence £40* |YD9020-1 1 tablet licence £15*

Count, Match & Order App

Number Patterns & Bonds App

YD9018-6 6 tablet licence £40* |YD9018-1 1 tablet licence £15*

YD9019-6 6 tablet licence £40* |YD9019-1 1 tablet licence £15*

01223 328051
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EYFS Apps

Come Alive Nursery Rhymes App

Come Alive Listening App

YD0127-6 6 tablet licence

£40*

YD0129-6 6 tablet licence

£40*

YD0127-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

YD0129-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

The children gain so
much from your apps
and the story ones are such fun
as they can record each other
and the children love hearing
themselves.
Pre-school Manager

My children were using
the Pre-Writing App
with the Pre-Writing Stones
during our recent Ofsted
inspection. Ofsted commented
on how well the app and the
physical stones worked together
and how much the children
seemed to be enjoying it.
Childminder

Our children have really
enjoyed playing with
these apps and have a good
sense of achievement when
playing with them. They maintain
attention and the older children
are showing better knowledge
of letter sounds and shapes.
Awards Tester
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Goldilocks and the Three Bears App

Little Red Riding Hood App

YD0123-6 6 tablet licence

£40*

YD0124-6 6 tablet licence

£40*

YD0123-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

YD0124-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

Letter Recognition App

Initial Sounds Bubbles App
YD9004-6 6 tablet licence

£30*

YD9004-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

YD9002-6 6 tablet licence

£20*

YD9002-1 1 tablet licence

£8*

Find the Rhyme App

I-Spy Initial Sounds App
YD9003-6 6 tablet licence

£30*

YD9003-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

YD9005-6 6 tablet licence

£30*

YD9005-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

EYFS Apps

Playing with Sounds and Letters App

The Billy Goats Gruff App

YD0128-6 6 tablet licence

£40*

YD0121-6 6 tablet licence

£40*

YD0122-6 6 tablet licence

£40*

YD0128-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

YD0121-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

YD0122-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

Jack and the Beanstalk App
£40*

YD0125-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

Pre-Writing App
YD9000-1 1 tablet licence

I've Got a Feeling App

The Gingerbread Man App

YD0125-6 6 tablet licence

YD9000-6 6 tablet licence

The Three Little Pigs App

YD0126-6 6 tablet licence

£40*

YD9006-6 6 tablet licence

£40*

YD0126-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

YD9006-1 1 tablet licence

£15*

Number Formation App

Letter Formation App
£20*
£8*

CVC Word Builder App

YD9001-6 6 tablet licence

£30*

YD9007-6 6 tablet licence

£20*

YD9001-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

YD9007-1 1 tablet licence

£8*

Match and Catch Middle Sound App

Final Sounds Fish App

YD9008-6 6 tablet licence

£30*

YD9009-6 6 tablet licence

£30*

YD9010-6 6 tablet licence

£30*

YD9008-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

YD9009-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

YD9010-1 1 tablet licence

£12*

01223 328051
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Teacher Resource Books

Growing Together

Ready, Steady, Starting School

LE3033

£15

Mud Kitchens and Beyond

£15

We’re OK with Risky Play!

LE3027

£15

Let’s Talk About Maths!
£15

LE3031

£15

This is the Way I Like to Play

LE3030

£15

Let’s Talk Behaviour!

LE3020
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In all Weathers!

LE3032

LE3023

£15

On Your Marks!

LE3022

£15

LE3028

£15

Helping Very Young Children to Listen

Helping Young Children to Listen

Helping Young Children to Concentrate

LE3215

LE3200

LE3201

£12.50

yellow-door.net

£12.50

£12.50

Over 30 NEW resources for 2022

NEW

NEW

for Small World Play

for Outdoor Learning

NEW
for Emotional Wellbeing

ORDERING IS EASY
Tel

01223 328051
Online

Email info@yellow-door.net

yellow-door.net

